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Organized guidance was first introduced into the
public schools a quarter of a century ago. Advisement of
one type or another had alv/ays been a part of good teach-
ing, especially when the high school was a small insti-
tution and the principal and teachers intimately knew
each pupil. It is only since the beginning of the pres-
ent century, however, that any concerted efforts were
made to mold this general advisement of the smaller
school, and its interest in the individual, into a defi-
nite part of the larger school program. The first nation-
al conference on vocational guidance held in Boston dur-
ing November, 1910 was the necessary impetus needed to
get the movement for organizing systematic guidance pro-
grams under way.
Previous to this meeting, attempts had been made on
the part of some far-sighted and active school people, to
work out plans and methods which would enable the student
to better prepare himself for the work he would be likely
to do. Prominent in this regard was Dr. Jesse E, Davis,
a pioneer in the guidance field, who was then principal
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of the Central High School in Grand Rapids, Michigan. As
early ae 19^7 was working out a plan in his school in
which the life-career motive of guidance was centered
around the English composition classes.
In 1910
,
Dr. Davis euhmitted to the Board of Educa-
tion his plan of vocational guidance for the City of
Grand Rapids.^ According to this plan, guidance in
grades seven and eight should he provided for in the
following manner:
"Each teacher of seventh and
eighth grade students should make a
study, not only of pupils themselves,
hut of the various lines of vocation-
al opportunity into which they may
wisely guide those pupils who are in
their charge. These hoys and girls
at a very early age should have as
wide an opportunity'- to attain knowl-
edge of the various vocations in life
as it is possible to give then. ”2
This work was supplemented hy influencing the pupil to
read vocational literature, and having successful men
and women in the community give talks to the pupils about
particular occupations and vocations.
In the high school the guidance plan was organized
around the work in English composition which v/as carried
^Official Proceedings, Board of Education, Grand
Rapids, Michigan, December 1910, pp. 266-273*
2lhid., p. 269 .
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out the following schedule: 9-1 grade, "The Life and
Environment of the Child;” 9“2 grade, "Biographies of
Successful Men and Women;" 10-1 grade, "Sketches of Vari-
ous Vocations, Their Requirements and Opportunities;”
10-2 grade, "An Investigation of the Chosen Vocation with
Plans of Preparing to Enter It,” During the two follow-
ing years themes were written on service, citizenship,
Business ethics, and character study. This T/ork was aug-
mented by six counselors who had charge of 1^0 to 200
students, and also a Junior Board of Trade which worked
in cooperation with the City Board of Trade and met each
Saturday morning to make excursions to some industrial or
Business establishment.^
This was an excellent well-rounded plan and indi-
cates the firm grasp that Dr. Davis had on the problem of
guidance in those early times. However, the past two
and a half decades have Vi/itnessed many changes and devel-
opments , New techniques have been introduced, counselors
have been trained, and scientific measuring devices have
supplanted subjective opinion.
In the beginning the emphasis of the movement was
wholly vocational; in fact, it was called vocational
hbid., p. 270.
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guidance. Of late years the scope of guidance has been
broadened to include educational, civic, social, moral,
cultural, and other phases. V/ith this widening of scope,
however, comes the danger of confusion and beclouding of
issues, to such an extent that every new development in
the field of education is considered by some people as
guidance, while the special services of guidance and the
activities which furnish them are often neglected.^
One of the most outstanding contributions in the
organization of guidance is that of Dr. Richard D. Allen
in the schools of Providence, Rhode Island. He has work-
;
ed out a comprehensive guidance prograjn which has been
called, "the best system of guidance in the United States
.I
It includes accurate personnel records, scientific re-
search and testing of the significant facts about each pu-
pil, individual counseling and advice in educational and
vocationa.1 planning, group guidance courses in common
problems, the placement of the individual in the world of
work, and follow-up studies after leaving school.^
^G. N. Kefauver and H. C. Hand, Introduction to Com-
mon Problems in Group Guidance, Allen, Stewart, Schloerb.
2
Editorial note by J. B. Davis, A Group Guidance Curri-
culum in the Senior High School, R. D. Allen, Education,
December 1951 » P* l89*
I
^R. D. Allen, Organization and Supervision of Guid-
ance in Public Education, Preface pp. VII-XII. '
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V/hat is the status of guidt^nce at the present time
in the larger secondary schools of Massachusetts? In
order to find an accurate answer to this question, the
v/riter was prompted to make an investigation into the or-
ganir.ation and practices of guidance in these schools.
This study is essentially a report of the investigation.
Similar Studies
In 1929 the Massachusetts department of Education
issued the report of a committee of high school princi-
pals on "A Guidance Program in High Schools.”^ This re-
port is largely an outline of the purpose of guidance,
its need, phases and mechanics. It includes a summary of
answers to a questionnaire on guidance which was sent to
the high school principals throughout the state. No
attempt was ma.de in that report, however, to interpret
the answers to the questionna.ire
.
At Rutgers University a seminar group, working under I
- Professor Cunliffe, made a study of guidance practice in
2New Jersey which was published in April 1952. It rep-
^The Commonwealth of Massachusetts, Department of
Education, Report of a Committee of High School Principals
on a Guidance Program in High Schools, May 1929*
2Rutgers University Bulletin, Guidance Practice in
New Jersey, R. B. Cunliffe, April 1952.
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6resents a study somev;hat similar in nature to that under-
taken hy the present writer. The questionnaire technique
was utilized in compiling the data from nearly two hun-
dred secondary schools of all typeq in the state of New
Jersey. These data were organized into tables and figures
which were explained and interpreted.
Another study of much wider scope was undertaken by
Koos and Kefauver] who made a very intensive investiga-
tion into the organization and practices of guidance in
nearly four hundred representative schools of all types
throughout the United States. Their findings are pub-
lished in the book, "Guidance in Secondary Schools."
Plan of Study
After a careful study of available literatuire on
guidance, its programs, activities, techniques, methods
and organization, a four page checking list was developed.
In organizing this checking list the writer kept in mind
many of the aspects of guidance which were investigated
by Cunliffe, and also by Koos and Kefauver, as ?/ell as
the general plan and outline of Jones* "Principles of
Guidance
It was decided to investigate the secondary schools
^G. N. Kefauver and L. V. Koos, Guidance in Secon-
dary Schools
.
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7of all types, viz., the junior high school, senior high
school, four -year high school, and six-year high school.
The fact that there is such a large number of these
schools in the state, and the assumption that whatever
guidance was being carried on in the smaller schools
v/ould be done mostly by the principal, influenced the
•jyriter to limit the research to schools with enrollments
of five hundred pupils or more.
Two sources were utilized in compiling the list of
schools to be investigated: (l)The 193^ Educational
Directory of the Massachusetts Department of Education,
(2)The Annual Report of the Massachusetts Department of
Education, Fart II, year ending November ^0 , 1934- • The
first source gives the junior high schools and public
high schools (including senior, four -year, and six-year)
of the state. In the second source is found the enroll-
ment for the schools of a community. Individual school
enrollments are not given and in some cases it was found
that checking lists were sent to schools with enrollments
of less than five hundred.
In organizing the data for presentation in this
study the following plan was used: Chapter II, A general
analysis of the guidance program; Chapter III, Provisions
being made for guidance activities in the schools of
Massachusetts; Chapter IV, Methods and materials used in
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Meaning of G\ii dance
Before beginning a etudy of the guidance program it
is necessary first, to consider what is meant by the term
guidance. Considerable confusion regarding its meaning
and scope is prevalent even among those who are closely
associated writh the movement. This has resulted to a
great extent from the tendency to broaden the scope of
guidance from the narrow vocational aspects of the earlier
days of the movement
,
to the other extreme of including
all of education. Some of the concepts and explanations
of guidance which have appeared in recent writings are
given below.
Jones^ strikes a middle road in hie interpretation
of the meaning of guidance, with the progress toward
self-guidance as the ultima.te goal. He compares guidance
to the process of education, which he feels is essentially
and wholly an individual process. The education of an
individual can result only from the responses that he
himself makes to the stimuli that are presented to him,
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for v/ithout response, without self -activity
,
there can he
no education. The function of the teacher in the process
of education is largely that of presenting the necessary
stimuli
•
In showing the relation of guidance to education,
Jones points out that there are many important crises in
the education of the individual where assistance is ex-
tremely necessary. Such crises are: the end of compul-
sory attendance age, the completion of the sixth grade,
the choice of an occupation, secxiring a job, the choice
of a college. In meeting these crises some assistance
can be given by the classroom teacher, who has been over
much of the ground and is somewhat familiar with the goals
to be attained. However, for the most part, the classroom
teacher and the regular organization of the school is un-
able to give the guidance necessary. Well-trained
specialists are needed who can procure many important
facts that are difficult to obtain, and which most teach-
ers are unable to secure because of lack of time and
Special training. These require different techniques and
different methods of approach than the usual teaching prob-
lem, Consequently, a special guidance organization must
be introduced into the school program. This special
^Ibid., 26-28
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guidance is defined as, "any help that is given to an in-
dividual that will enable him to make an intelligent
choice at the time of a crisis in his life the best
guidance is usually that given long before the need for
choice arises. It consists in assisting the individual
in the gradual accumulation of facts and experiences that
will, when the time comes, enable him to act v/isely,"^
A more far-reaching and somewhat startling view-point
p
of guidance is given by Brewer who presents the challenge,
that education should be guidance, and that the schools,
colleges and teachers have but one function, viz., to
guide young people in living. In bringing out this con-
cept of true education which he calls guidance, he suggestii
I
three possible avenues of approach. They are: '
”(l) a direct attack, with a curri-
culum of activities and guidance,
designed to give children the oppor-
tunity to learn living in the labora-
tory of life; (2) there may be set
up alongside the present entrended
’studies of the curriculum,’ and in
no way interfering with these studies,
a system of counselors, homeroom
teachers, class advisers, student
deans
,
or other agencies to be used
for the purpose of guidance; (3) with
or without a system of counselors,
the present studies of the curriculimi
may gradually be modified in content
^Ibid., p. 28
M. Brewer, Educational Guidance, pp. 2-17
t»
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and method so that they will hear
upon life activities, and presum-
ably aid the pupils in the im-
provement of their living,”'
Brewer would adopt the first, the direct attack,
with a curriculum of life activities. He lists such
activities as: home relationships--those related to the
present family problems of the young person, and those
which he will be likely to meet later; citizenship--limit-
ed to activities relating to organized government; voca-
tion--activities to which adults devote most of their
time and effort and through which they receive food,
clothing, shelter and other necessaries of life; leisure--
spare time activities such as play, amusement, rest and
the like; personal well-being—keeping one's body and
mind in good condition; miscellaneous--activities by
which a person transfers his interest from one field of
activity to another.
1
A somewhat different concept of guidance is expressed
by Koos and Kefauver. In their opinion there are tv/o main
phases of guidance--(l) the distributive and (2) the ad-
justive. It is the aim of the distributive phase to dis-
tribute youth as effectively as possible to educational
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to help the individual to make the optimal adjustment to
educational and vocational situations, A further com-
ponent of the concept is its monitory character. The
distributive phase is concerned primarily with life activ-
ities in which differentiation is the rule. It would in-
clude being properly distributed to subjects, curricula,
extra-curricular activities, schools, colleges, vocations
and the like. The adjustive phase is pertinent a.nd nec-
essary to all of life's relationships. The authors feel
that these tv/o phases of guidance are complementary and
bear reciprocal relationships to each other.
Oftentimes guidance is so closely related to certain
phases of education that the true significance of guid-
ance is lost. The authors warn us of this danger by say-
ing that guidance is not the whole of education, nor
should it be regarded as a beneficent synonym for educa-
tion. Although it is true that many vital points of con- i
tact exist between guidance and such features of the
I
school as teaching, supervision, curriculum-making, attend^
ance, extra-curricular work, vocational training and the
like, they must not be confused nor considered as guid- ,
once. Such confusion might be explained by the fact '
that the guidance functionary is called upon to render
other services, such as teaching, controlling attendance,
directing the extra- curriculum, etc. However, a. differ-
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entiation between these activities and guidance must be
made so that the more important phases of guidance be
kept in viewj
The interpretations of guidance as set forth by Jonej
and also by Koos and Kefauver will be adopted by the
writer in the present study.
Objectives of Guidance
At the V/estern Guidance Conference held at Berkley,
California from December 29, 1953 to January 4, 1934-, a
comprehensive guidance program was evolved by the con-
ferees , The objectives of guidance, which were agreed
upon at that conference, are given below. It is worth
noting in examining them that many closely resemble those
presented earlier by Kefauver and Hand,^ who were also
included among the conferees at this conference.
"The broadly stated aim of guidance
is that of helping all individuals at ap-
propriate times to plan for, select train-
ing activities for, and enter vocational,
social, and recreational activities in
v;hich they will be successful and happy and
of service to society. Thus they will con-
tinuously throughout life be helped to util-
ize in full the capacities which they pos-
^L. V
Secondary
. Koos and G. K.
School, pp. 15-22
Kefauver, Guidance in the
o
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sess in the interests of the comraon good.
This implies that:
(a) Individuals will he helped
to secure pertinent information con-
cerning present and probable future
vocational, social, and recreational
conditions and activities in order
that they may be able to plan a life
program of activities in each of
these areas with proper recognition
of social and personal values,
(b) Individuals will be helped
to 'discover the nature and extent
of their aptitudes, interests, and
needs
,
(c) Individuals will be helped
to develop interests which lead to
the planning and carrying out of pro-
grams of training,
(d) Individuals will be helped
to secure information and to select
activities which will promote the
development of a normal, well-inte-
grated personality, and to detect
and remedy maladjustments,
(e) Individuals will be helped
to secure information concerning the
nature and objectives of the offer-
ings of the school, and of their own
probabilities of success in connection
with each of the offerings. This
will enta-il a continuous examination
of the curriculum with a view to its
functional reorgani zat ion in cooper-
ation with those adrainistratively
responsible ,
(f) Individuals ?/ill be led to
participate more actively and mean-
ingfully in the training activities
of the school through the development
of interests in and appreciation of
the values of these activities.
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(g) Individuals will be pre-
pared to re-examine and revise their
plans as changed conditions make this
advisable
•
(h) Individuals v/ill be helped
to acquire standards of value con-
sistent with the aspirations of a





Rendering help to the individual, that will enable
him to make intelligent choices is the main objective of
all guidance. To do this the school should organize acti-
vities calculated to provide the individual with the as-
sistance necessary to make these choices. In outlining
the help for which the school should make provisions,
Jones stresses the following points;
”(l) the absolute dependence of wise
choices upon and the obligation not
onlycof helping the pupil to secure
facts but of so training him that he
vdll know facts when he sees them and
knov; how to obtain the facts necessary;
(2) the value of experiences as a fac-
tor in wise choice; (5) the necessity
for enlarging and widening the field
of interests so that the pupil may have
the chance to develop many interests
that will form the basis for choices;
(4) the importance of ?/ise counsel, of
personal contact with the pupil. In
general, this means a complete adaption
of the school to the needs of pupils
as well as an adjustment of the pupil
1
"A doraprehensive Guidance Program,*’ Occupations,
March 1934,
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to the life of the echool; it means
a constant reorgani zation of the
work of the school to meet the chang
ing social and industrial needs.
Analysis of Guidance Procedures
Organi zat ion ,-~To accomplish the above aims the or-
ganization of a guidance program! should make adequate pro-
visions for giving necessary information to the individual
securing valuable information about the individual, and
rendering counseling service to the individual. The found
ation of such a program is centered around the individual
in such a way that he will have at his disposal the neces-
sary facts about educational, vocational, social, and re-
creational opportunities, as well as facts about himself,
which, when combined with proper counseling, will enable
him to make his own decisions and choices in an intelli-
gent manner. The plan of constructing the organization
around the individual is well stated by a committee on
guidance, of the National Association of Secondary School
Principals;
"While a great deal can be accom-
plished in the program of guidance by
handling the pupils in various groups,
the most essential consideration is
the individual boy and girl. Each
^A. J. Jones, Principles of Guidance, p. ^4 ,
^:v‘ to nc 1'.* £
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pupil must "be studied as a case prob-
lem, The entire structure of the or-
ganization for guidance must be built
with the purpose of giving to each
pupil every possible advantage and
assistance in finding himself, in
rmiking such decisions affecting his
life career as the school system
forces upon him from time to time, and
in making a right start during the form-
ative years of his life."'
A similar idea is expressed by Jones, who believes
that in the administration of guidance it is best to keep
the organization as simple as possible. Complicated
I
machinery often results in losing sight of the real pur-
!
pose of the machinery, which is to render help to the in-
dividual. The organization problem is stated in the fol-
lowing:
"The problem of organization is one of co-
ordinating the guidance activities of
the school in such a way, (l) that all
the forces of the school shall be
brought to bear in a unified and consis-
tent way upon the problems of each child;
(2) that definite, primary responsi-
bility for parts of guidance shall be
placed upon certain individuals and
certain agencies; (3) that the work
shall be so divided that each person
and each agency shall know what its par-
ticular duty and responsibility is--the
things for which it is primtirily res-
ponsible and the ways in which it mere-
ly contributes to the work of some oth-
er agency; and (4) that the individual
pupil shall have unified assistance.
M
^Guidance in Secondary Schools, Bulletin ITo , 19,
National Association of Secondary School Principals, p. 1/
,
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so that he may not he confused
a multiplicity of counselors.
This is often a very difficult
thing to accomplish.”'
Guidance a ctivities .--Many kinds of activities are
carried on by the secondary schools to achieve the aims
2
and objectives of guida,nce . In a study made by Trench
to determine the activities involved in pupil guidance
in the schools of Illinois, a master list of l80 activi-
ties was compiled, Heavis^ offers a smaller list of sev-
enteen guidance activities, which guidance investigators
of the staff of the National Survey of Secondary Educa-
tion observed most frequently in the various schools in-
vestigated. Included in the list are the following:
1. Instructing pupils regarding
occupations
,
2, Carrying on occupational re-
search,
3» Rendering placement service,
4. Making follow-up studies.
5 . Effecting adjustments between
employer and employees.
6. Visiting homes of pupils.
7 . Compiling case histories,
8. Administering tests to pupils,
9 . Preparing guidance bulletins,
10.
Giving information to pupils
<1
A. J, Jones, op. cit
.
p. 346 .
2Fannie French, An Analysis of Activities Involved in
Pupil Guidance, pp, 30”^1» Unpublished Master’s Thesis,
C. Reavis, programs of Guidance, Bulletin No. 17,














Holding case conferences with
groups ,
Sponsoring pupil activities.




Serving on committees to devel-
op material for try-out courses.
Conducting guidance clinics
.
Making reports to administrative
officers
,
Although other activities closely resembling these were
also observed by members of the survey staff, Reavis feels
that this list is sufficiently representative of the more
important duties of functionaries.
Methods and Materials Used for Guidance
Personal interview . --One of the most common and
widely-used methods of giving guidance counsel is the
personal interview. The interview is an important func-
tion of a guidance program but must not be confused with
interviews not directly concejrned with guidance counsel-
ing. This discrimination is explained by Allen who says:
"It is true that teachers and prin-
cipals have had individual inter-
views with pupils, but frequently
these interviews have been concern-
ed with problems of discipline or
of administrative adjustments rather
than with guidance counseling. At
best, such interviews have been
provided onljr for problem pupils or
at critical times in the school
careers of children. For the most
.
til
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part, they have heen concerned
with problems of immediate ad-
justment to school programs rath-
er than with such matters as the
interests of pupils, their special
abilities, their vocationiil and
educational ambitions, their vo-
cational and educational plans be-
yond school, or their social ad-
justments both in and out of school
hours
'
This concept of the personal interview is further
developed as a teaching technique and definitely a form of
individual instruction, which requires adequate prepar-
ation beforehand by the interviewer just as in preparing
for any teaching lesson. This same idea is likewise ex-
pressed by Reavis who says that technical knowledge and
skill are necessary in properly conducting the interview,
otherwise it will result in little more than perfunctory
interviewing, ”A background of personal knowledge of the
pupil is required by the counselor as a basis for the in-
terview, This involves cimulative records, the results of
tests, personality ratings, and current reports of school
pprogress
In the schools of Providence, Rhode Island, consider-
able attention is devoted to the interview. A series of
”*R. D. Allen, Organ! za.tion and Supervision of Quid'
ance in Public Education, p. 33*
p
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planned Interviews is arranged in such a way that at least
fifteen minutes a term are devoted to each individual.
The interviews are progressive, with each one differing
from the other and bearing on a special phase of the pro-
gram. For example, the "initial interview" is provided to
obtain personal data from the child to be recorded on a
cumulative personnel chart. Next is a "progress and ad-
justment interview" to make sure that the individual is
well adjusted to his subjects, teachers, classmates and
general invironment . This is followed at the beginning of
the next grade by an "educational interview," held prior
to the choice of elective v/ork; for the purpose of assist-
ing in a wise choice. Then comes another "progress and
adjustment interview," but this time it serves as a check-
up on the electives chosen and the possible need for ad-
justment. In the last grade of the school the first in-
terview for discussing vocational possibilities also in-
cludes future educational plans. This is followed by the
"exit interviev/" in which the individual record of six
terms of counseling is concluded.^
Group guidance classes .—Group guidance is an out-
growth of the personal interview and consists of render-
D. Allen, op. cit., pp . 33-^1 •
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ing guidance counsel to groups rather than to individuals
,
Many prohlems that would be discussed in an interview are
problems that are common to other pupils and consequently
can be discussed more economically in groups. This is wel
summarized in the following:
"A guidance program that depends en-
tirely upon individual counseling
is expensive to the extent that
common problems must be discussed
with each individual separately.
It is much more economical and ef-
fective to discuss these problems
in groups, because the differences
in points of viev/ and opinions
usually lend interest and zest to
the v;ork. The discussion of these
common problems in an informal
student forum constitutes a very
desirable form of student activi-
ty and strengthens school morale,"'
The group guidance class offers many opportunities
for developing the interests of the individual, for re-
vealing to him the purpose and value of the different
types of courses offered by the school, as well as for
acquiring vocational, social, recreational, and education-
al information so necessary to the individual for self-
direction. Moreover, the individual is afforded an op-
portunity for studying himself in relation to educational
and vocational opportunities so that he can make the best
^R. D. Allen, P. J*. Stewart, L. J. Schloerb, Common
Problems in Group Guidance, p. 2.
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possilDle plans and adjustments.
The homeroom period ,»-The homeroom period of late
yea.rs has come to he a standardized part of many school
programs. Generally, it is a period set aside in the reg-
ular school schedule in which the pupils meet v/ith the
homeroom teacher for activities and discussions. This
gives the homeroom tea.cher a splendid opportunity to come
in close contact with the individuals of the group. She
meets and v7orks with them in an informcil atmosphere, with
the teacher-pupil relationship differing greatly from the
usua.1 classroom teacher-pupil relationship, /-n air of in-
timacy pervades the whole proceedings. The homeroom teach
er is thus placed in a key position for cooperating in the
guidance program. This is explained in the follov/ing
excerpt
:
"The homeroom teacher functions in all
phases of guidance. It is in this
capacity that she comes to know each
pupil in the room more intimately
than any other teacher. 3he alone
has the opportunity of knowing the
pupil in all his relationships ; --
his studiesj his difficulties with
teachers; his attitudes, interests,
and abilities. Therefore, v/hether
the school he large or small, it is
with the homeroom teacher that the
foundations for guidance must he laid."”*
'
"^Bulletin of the National Association of Secondary
School Principals, No. 19, op. cit., p. l6.
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All authorities in the field of guidance, however, do
not agree with this idea of the committee on guidance of
the National Association of Secondary School Principals
.
Allen and Brewer are the tT'O chiel opponents . Allen con-
tends that the techniques and problems of administering
group guidance are so specialized and involved that they
"cannot safelj'- or adequately be handled by every teacher
during a homeroom period,"^ Brev;er states his opposition
in even stronger terms saying, "V/e shall maintain that
the homeroom organi zat ion . . . .is an exceedingly poor medium
for any form of educational guidance."^
McKov/n devotes a large part of a chapter on the "Fur-i
pose of the Home Room"^ to a discussion of guidance as an
objective of the homeroom program. In pointing out the
many and varied phases of guidance, v/hich at present are
not provided for in the regular school curriculum, he in-
dicates "how beautifully the homeroom may serve as a sort
of clearing house for much of it and as a correlator for
4
more of it." In summary he states "the homeroom, because
^R. J). Allen, Case-Conference Problems in Group
Guidance, p. 5*
2
J. M. Brev/er, Education as Guidance, p. 135 •
^H. C. McKown, Home Room Guidance, pp. 32-59*
p. 33.
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of the natiiralness of its setting and situation and he-
cause of the requirement that the sponsor he a preventer
of troubles rather than a ’trouble shooter’ after the dif-
ficulties have arisen, can offer very definite contribu-
tions in the personal, educational, social, and moral as-
pects of guidance.”'
Ob.iective tests .--"Tests of various types have come
to occupy a very important pla-ce in the process of ex-
ploring the abilities of pupils." The use of objective
tests supplants the subjective opinion of teachers. Since
an accurate character! r.at ion of the individual is a goal
of guidance, standardized tests are an absolute requisite
of a comprehensive program. The mental ability of the in-
dividual, his achievement in school subjects, his aptitude
for special types of v/ork, his interests and personality
are all important factors in rendering guidance coimsel
to the individual.
Exploratory and try-out experiences .--Information de-
rived from try-out and exploratory courses ie another im-
portant means for " (l) 'securing facts about the individual;
( 2 ) securing facts about courses and schools and about
26
^Ibid., p. 58
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occupations; (3) guiding the individual.” They go hand
in hand with objective teste in revealing valuable data
and their use should not be minimized in a comprehensive
guidance progrjun,
i
Cumulative record s .-•‘"Adequate guidance can be given
only when all data that bear on the question at issue can
2be assembled and seen in perspective.” Many facts about
the individual are often observed but never recorded in a
place where some day they might prove valuable in rendering
counsel or adjustment. Allen mentions six types of data
7/hich should be recorded of each pupil. They include;
(1) records of mental growth, showing several I. Q,'s,
(2) objective record of educa.ticnal achievement and growth
in each of his subject fields; (3) teachers’ reports re-
garding attitude, personality development, and v/ork habits
of the individual; (4) records of specia.l abilities and in
terests; (5) personal de-ta that may change from time to
time; (6) records of the health officers.^
1 A. J. Jones, op.
2
















SECONDARY SCHOOLS OP 1/lA.SSACHUSETTS
Percentage of Returns
Checking lists were mailed to 211 of the secondary
schools of Massachusetts having enrollments of ^QQ or more
pupils. Answers were received from 175 schools, or 83
per cent of the total number, at the time the returns
were tabulated. A few replies were received later, but
the trend of these was so similar to those included in
the tabulated returns that it was considered unnecessary
to revise the tables to include them. Pour of the 175
checking lists returned were unanswered and the results
]
of two were not usable. Consequently
,
the reports of 169
j
I
schools, which represent 80 per cent of the total number
j
of checking lists sent out, are included in the tabiilationij
These v/ere separated according to type of school and then !
placed in enrollment groups of 1000 or fewer and 1001 or
1
more. This grouping was deemed satisfactory for the
j
i
study in as much as it represents the medium sized schools
j
and the very large schools. In the report they will be re4
;i
ferred to as the smaller and larger schools.
|
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where there is more than one junior high school, the
enrollments were occasionally found to he less than
^
00 ,
But in as much as there were several schools in that com-
munity being considered, and also that it happened in hut
few places, these schools were included in the study and
grouped with those with enrollments of 1000 pupils or
fev/er. One five-year high school was grouped with the
four-year schools because it was felt that it was a regu-
lar four-year school with an extra year for advanced
work. One junior high school containing grades ten and
eleven of the continuation school was included with the
other junior high schools.
The percentages of the schools included in the in-
vestigation are given in Table 1, For the sake of clarity
Table 1--The Number and Percentages of the Different












Junior High 51 87 81
Senior High l6 19 55
Pour-year High 20 22 42 82
Six-year High 0 5 5 100
All Types 92 77 169 80
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the percentages appearing in the tables of this study
have been adjusted to the nearest whole per cent • The
fact that the number of six-year high schools is so small,
would invalidate any conclusions which might be drawn from
data presented by them. Accordingly, no reference will
be made to the six-year school, except in the total columns,
unless the data offered is considered significant.
Guidance Activities Provided
It is generally recogni;2ed that the major preraise
of a guidance program is rendering assistance to the indi-
vidual, 7/hich will enable him to make intelligent choices
when he is confronted with situations that require decisions.
Among such alternative courses of action that arise are
educational choices--the curriculum, electives, college
and other types of schools--vocational choices--occupation,
type of training, finding employment, and making adjust-
ments within employment--civic-8ocial -moral choices
—
Spending of leisure time, citizenship, worthy home member-
ship, and companions
. How well the school will render the
necessary assistance for making such decisions, and count-
less others of a similar nature, depends in large measure
upon the type of guidance activities for which provisions
are made in the school program.
Frequencies of guidance activities .--Sixteen of the
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guidance activities most generally accepted by authorities
in the field of guidance will be considered in the present
chapter. Other activities and guidance functions are ana-
lyzed in the following chapter under the heading, Methods
Table 2--Frequency with V/hich Various Guidance Acti-









Guiding pupils in choice of
curricula
3. Guiding on choice of electives
Tfcrithin the curriculum
4
. Checking up on failures
5. Making pupil adjustment according
to abilities, interests and needs.
6 . Contacting parents to relieve
maladjustment
7. Studying individual’s abilities,
interests, and needs
8. Assisting pupils in choice of a
vocation
9. Rendering placement service to
graduates .
.
10 . Visiting homes of pupils
11 . Compiling case histories
12 . Making follow-up studies of
graduates
13. Visits to upper schools
14 . Rendering placement to drop-outs.,
15. Effecting adjustment between
employer and employees






















and Materials for Guidance,
In considering the data presented for these sixteen
activities it will he observed (Table 2) that many of
these are reported by nearly all schools, especially
Items 1 to 7 » which are conferring with teachers regard-
ing individual pupils, guiding pupils in the choice of
curricula, guiding pupils in choice of electives within
the curriculum, checking up on the causes of failures,
making pupil adjustment, and contacting parents to relieve
maladjustment. It was quite expected that such would be
the case because these activities are generally considered
a part of regular school routine, and with possibly the
exception of making pupil adjustment according to his
abilities, interests and needs, little formal organization
is necessary to carry them out.
Many other activities are not reported with such
high frequencies, however. Approximately one-half of the
schools render assistance to pupils in the choice of a
vocation. Two-fifths render placement service to graduates
and less than one-fifth to drop-outs. Case histories are
compiled by less than one-third of the schools. Making i
follow-up studies of graduates is reported by one-fourth
of the schools, and of drop-outs by one -fourteenth.
Effecting adjustment between employer and employees is
also reported by one-fourteenth of the schools. Without
,
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further examination of the data, it is evident from the
percentages reported, that the strength of the guidance
program of the liassachusett s schools lies in activities
that require little formail organi zation, and the 7/eakness,
in activities that are heyond the traditional school pro-
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Figure 1--Percentages of Guidance Activities Re-
ported in 169 Secondary Schools of Massachusetts
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A tetter idea of the frequency of the activities re-
ported is gained by presenting these ssrae data graphically.
(Figure l) The activities listed in Figure 1 are identi-
cal v/ith those given in Table 2, but instead of giving the
complete title of the activities, the lack of space neces-
sitated the use of item numbers only, v.’hich are the same
as those in the Table.
Significant facts .--The most outstanding fact re-
vealed in these tabulated data is that one-half of these
activities are reported by considerably less than one-half
of the 169 schools. The percentages reported for activi-
ties nmiber 9 to 16 inclusive, range from 41 per cent for
Item 9 (rendering placement service to gradUcites) down to
7 per cent for Items 1^ end 16 (effecting adjustment be-
tween employer and employees, and ma.king follow-up in-
vestigations of drop-outs.) The other activities included
within the range are visiting homes of pupils (Item 10),
compiling case histories (Item ll)
,
making follow-up in-
vestigations of graduates, visits to upper schools and
nearby colleges, and rendering placement service to drop-
outs (items 12, 13 , and 14 respectively.) The data for
these items, coupled with the fact that only 55 cent
of the schools assist pupils in the choice of a vocation,
(item 8) clearly indicate how little the schools of
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It is believed that the replies to these activities
really give an accurate picture of the situation, because
opportunity was given the principal to v/rite in any guid-
ance activities, which v;ere being provided for, other
than those presented in the checking list. Only six, or
4 per cent of those reporting, took advantage of this.
The six activities which i^ere mentioned were: "holding
meetings with parents at v;hich the various courses offered
are explained;" "ethical guidance;" "social adjustment
and economic difficulties;" "checking pupils for admission
to college;" "co-ordinating with trade school in the mat-
ter of employment;" and "choice of senior high school."
Another significant fact is that although 86 per cent]
indicated that pupil adjustments were made according to
the individual's abilities, interests and needs, only 76
per cent reported studying these factors. In other words,
1C per cent are making pupil adjustments according to the
abilities, interests and needs of the individual v/ithout
studying them. This v/ould lead one to conclude that
whatever adjustments are being made, are being done to
some extent in an unscientific manner.
Thirty-three principals, in checking their guidance
activities, added remarks to qualify their replies.
Twenty-eight of these can be s\mimari?;ed by such phrases as^
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"in part," "somewhat,” "a little,” "to some extent,” "fre-
quently,” "not regularly.” One remarked, "All items
checked are done only to a limited extent, v/hich time per-
mits, We reach about 1 per cent of the cases we should.”
Another v/rites, "We should do more than we do along these
lines--lack of time, teachers and money." Another provides
for guidance in selection of electives "only at pupil’s
request.” One says he "suggests” adjustments of the indi-
vidual pupil, while another claims "we try to." And still
another says, "very little guidance provided,” Two very
large high schools and one large junior high reported that
nothing in the way of guidance v/as provided in their
schools. Another principal of a large school v/rote, "There
isn't enough guidance in our school to warrant an attempt
to answer the checking list beyond the first page,"
These remarks in themselves are significa.nt and would
definitely indicate that the schools are not making adequate
provisions for thoroughly guiding the individual, also that
in general many activities which are provided a,re carried
on in an unsystematic way.
Guidance activities and school size .--In compiling
the returns according to the enrollment of the school it
VJ8S found (Figure 2) that the smaller schools, those of
the 1000 or fev/er group, are making more provisions for
guidance activities than the larger schools. In all but
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Figure 2--The Relation of School Enrollment to Provi-
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six activities the smaller schools yielded higher per-
centages than the larger schools , Those in which the
larger schools show a lead, and the margin of percentage
hy which they lead are: rendering placement service to
graduates, by a margin of 8 per cent; compiling case
histories, by 6 per cent; contacting parents to relieve
maladjustment, by 4 per cent; visiting the homes of pu-
pils, by 3 cent; assisting pupils in the choice of a
vocation, by 3 cent; and effecting adjustment betv/een
the employer and the employees, by 3 P®^ cent. It is
readily seen that the margin of difference in these items
is relatively small, indicating a distinct advantage for
the smaller schools.
Paradoxically, the larger schools report higher fre-
quencies in contacting parents and in visiting the homes.
It might generally be felt that the smaller school would
show a larger percentage in these activities.
Although it is the writer's intent to consider guid-
ance in its broader aspects, v^ithout reference to parti-
cular phases, yet as an aid in the interpretation of the
data, it might be advisable to divide these activities
tentatively into two groups--educational and vocational
activities. Accordingly, they may be grouped as
follows;
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1. Conferring T;ith teachers regard-
ing individual pupils.
2. Guiding pupils in choice of e-
lectives
.
3 . Guiding pupils in choice of
curricula.
4. Determining causes of failures,
5 . Making pupil adjustment accord-
ing to abilities, interests
and needs .
6. Contacting parents to relieve
maladjustment
.
7 . Studying the individual’s abil-
ities, interests and needs.
8. Visiting homes of pupils,
9 . Compiling case histories,
10.
Visits to upper schools and
colleges •
Vocational
1. Assisting in vocational choice.
2. Fendering placement service to
graduates
.
3 . Rendering placement service to
drop-outs
,
4. Making follow-up investigations
of graduates,
5 . Making follow-up investigations
of drop-outs
.
6. Effecting adjustments between
employer and employees.
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Many might not agree v;ith this particular grouping,
feeling perhaps, that such activities as making pupil ad-# justments according to the individual’s abilities, interests
and needs, studying the abilities, interests, and needs
of the individual, and compiling case histories, are Just
as much vocational activities as they are educational.
However, the fact that this is only a tentative grouping
should not be disregarded.
Using this classification, the larger schools shov;
an advantage in three vocational and three educational
activities, whereas, the smaller schools have an advan-
tage in three vocational and seven educational activities.
This would indicate that the smaller schools are making
more provisions for guidance activities of an educational
:
nature, and that the vocational activities are evenly
divided between the larger a.nd sma,ller schools. However,
j
it must be noted that of these six vocational guidance
|
activities the larger schools report more favorably on !
the three which are most outstanding, viz., assisting in
i
I
the choice of a vocation, rendering placement service to
|
graduates, and effecting adjustments betv/een employer and
employees.
|
Same tyr»e schools of different sizes comparing
|
the Junior high schools (Table 5) "tlie two groups--1000
or fewer, and 1001 or more--it is quite evident that there
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is but little difference betv/een them. The slight advan-
tage that is shown is in favor of the larger schools.
Table 3“-The Relation in Percentages of the Size of








1 1 2 1 12 1 1 2
1. Conferring v;ith teachers
2. Choice of electives
5. Selection of curricula,.
4, Causes of failure
5. Pupil adjustment
0. Contacting parents
7. Studying the individual.
8. Choice of vocation
9. Placement of graduates..
10. Visiting homes
11. Compiling case histories
12. Follow-up of graduates..
13. Visits to upper schools,
14. Placement of drop-outs..
1^, Ad justments--employees .
.
16, Follow-up of drop-outs..
96 87 88 95 95
. 93 87 94 90 100
. 93 94 88 95 100
- 94 88 84 85
' 90 88 79 95
, 86 87 81 95 80
, 86 87 75 58 85
, 48 55 58
6^
60
, 16 19 69 75
45 48 19 37 30
, 29 36 21 20
21 10 58 26 25
. 27 13 5 35
14 13 38 21 25
, 2 7 6 11 15
9
.
















^Columns numbered 1, include schools with enrollments
of 1000 or fewer; columns numbered 2, include schools with
enrollments of 1001 or more.
^Condensed form of the same activities as those ap-
pearing in Table 2.
They report larger percentages in ten activities. In
six of these the advantage is practically negligible,

varying from 1 per cent in regard to guiding pupils in the
choice of curricula and checking up on failures, to 3
cent in rendering placement to graduates. In the other
four the advantage is more pronounced, hut in no case does
it exceed 7 cent. Those in which the larger schools
show a superiority are such as would indicate more formal
organization, for example, compiling case histories and
visiting homes of pupils. The smaller junior high schools
reveal a larger percentage in six activities, hut the ad-
vantages are of a greater percentage, rising to nearly 13
per cent for one activity, viz., making visits to upper
schools and colleges.
The differences between the senior high schools of
the two sizes is more outstanding than hetv/een the junior
high schools. The smaller schools show a lead in the fre-
quency of replies in eight items, compared with seven for
the larger schools, 7/hile one is reported equally hy
both. The real difference is indicated hy an examination
of the percentages reported on the same activities in
which the smaller schools have the advantage. The matter
of studying the abilities, interests and needs of the in-
dividual pupil is a good illustration. The smaller
schools report that 75 P®^ cent are making provisions for
this activity, compared v/ith only per cent for the
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larger schools--a difference of 17 per cent; in the matter
of making visits to upper schools and nearby colleges,
the smaller school shows a frequency of $8 per cent com-
pared v/ith 5 cent, a difference of 33 per cent; mak-
ing follow-up investigations of graduates, ^6 per cent
to 26 per cent, e difference of 50 per cent; in rendering
placement service to drop-outs, ^8 per cent to 21 per cent,
a difference of 1? per cent
.
The margin of percentage by which the larger senior
high schools exceed the smaller is relatively sma.ll on all
items except one, which is visiting the homes of pupils,
reported by 57 per cent of the larger schools and 19 per
cent of the smaller. Other than this, the advantage is
all in favor of the smaller senior high schools.
The comparison of the four-year high schools shows
an even greater difference between the schools of the two
sizes. It is overwhelmingly in favor of the smaller
schools. In only three activities do the larger schools
indicate a superiority, viz., contacting parents to re-
lieve maladjustment, compiling case histories, and mak-
ing follow-up investigations of graduates, the last two
of which are activities requiring more definite organiza-
tion. The smaller schools surpass the larger in thirteen
items and, with the exception of three, by margins ranging
from 8 per cent to 50 per cent . Included among these are
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making pupil adjustment, studying the abilities, interests,
and needs of the individual, assisting in vocational
choice, rendering placement to graduates and drop-outs,
and effecting adjustment between employer and employees.
These are activities that would indicate an organized
Table 4--The Relation, in Percenta.ges
,
of the Various
Types of Schools to the Making of Provisions for Guidcince
Act ivit ies
Tyoes of Schools






1. Conferring with teachers...
• 2? 91 91
2. Choice of electives 91 91 91
Selection of curricula..... 95 91 91
4. Causes of failure 95 86 79
5 . Pupil adjustment 90 §5 81
6. Contacting parents 86 89 83
7 . Studying the individual.... 86 66 62
8. Choice of vocation 51 57
9* Placement of graduates 17 69 69
10. Visiting homes 45 29 29
11. Compiling case histories... 51 20 24
12. Follow-up of graduates 17 40 31
15 . Visits to upper schools.... 22 20 24
14. Placement of drop-outs 14 29 21
. Ad justments'-employees . . . .
.
4 9 12
16 . Follow-up of drop-outs 7 9 5
^'Condensed form of the same activities as those ap-
pearing in Table 2.
attempt to provide for guidance activities.
Tyues of s chools regardless of si ze .--The frequency
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with which the different types of schools make provisions I
for guidance activities is shown in Table 4. The junior i
high schools have an advantage in seven activities, all of
7/hich are educational according to the grouping on Page
The senior high schools stand second with an advantage in
i
four, three of which are vocational and one is education- !
al . The four-year school shows a lead in one educational I
and two vocational activities, and has the same percentage'
as the senior high school in one vocational*







E--Conferring with teachers regard-
ing individual pupils.
E--Guiding pupils in selection of
curricula.
E- -Determining causes of failures.
E- -Making adjustments according to
abilities, interests and needs of
pupils
,
E--Studying the abilities, interests
and needs of individual pupils.
E--Visiting homes of pupils.
E--Compiling case histories.
Senior High Schools
E--Contact ing parents to relieve
maladjustment
.
V- -Making follov/-up studies of
graduates.
^--Placement service to drop-outs,
V- -Making follov/-up studies of drop-
outs .
Four-Year High Schools
V--Assisting in vocational choice
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Rendering placement service to graduates is reported with
the same frequency by both senior and four-year high
schools. Guiding in the selecting of electives is report-
ed with the same percentage by all types of schools.
A further examination of the percentages (Table 4)
reveals that the superiority of the junior high schools is
particularly evident in regard to determining causes of
failures, making adjustments of pupils, studying the abil-
ities, interests and needs of the individual, compiling
case histories, and visiting the homes of pupils, all
characteristic of a definite guidance program. Another
indication of this is the close tie-up between studying
the abilities, interests, and needs of the individual,
and making adjustments. The difference is but 4 per cent,
whereas it is 17 and 19 per cent respectively, for the
senior and four -year high schools. It would hardly be ex-
pected that the junior high school would emphasize place-
ment service, since boys and girls of junior high school
age would find little place in business or industry.
In the senior high schools the emphasis is mostly
vocational as would naturally be expected. The percentage
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to those of the junior high school, are sufficiently high
,
to indicate that efforts are "being made to provide guid-
ance activities in the majority of the senior high schools.
The four-year school, although yielding the lowest percent-
r
|i ages of the three types of schools, is follov/ing closely
the practices indicated hy the senior high school. The
strength of the four-year guidance program lies in assist-
ing in vocational choice, effecting adjustments "between
employer and employees, and making visits
47
Summary
Activities which require little formal guidance or-
!l
I
ganization and which are generally considered ci part of
regular school routine were reported "by nearly all of the
169 secondary schools of iiassachusetts reporting. Those
I which are definitely of a guidance character, and which
I require a special organization of some kind were reported
||
with varying frequencies, ranging from 41 per cent down to
7 per cent •
Activities of an educational nature are "being empha-
sized more frequently in all schools than those of a vo-
cational nature. It would appear that activities that




systematic and unscientific manner.
So far as the pro"ba"bility of being exposed to guid-
ance activities is concerned, the pupils in the medium-
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sized schools (those v/ith enrollments of from ^00 to 1000
)
are the most fortunate. In nearly all instances, schools
i:
I of this size are doing more to provide guidance assistance
i'
than the larger schools.
Practically the same tendencies for providing guid-
ance activities exist in the larger and smaller Junior
I
high schools. The smaller senior high schools report
higher percentages than the larger senior high schools in
most activities, but especially in those requiring defi-
nite organi zation. The report of the larger four -year
' high schools reveals a significant weakness regarding
I
:
guidance practice. Very few activities are being provided




The junior high school shows a marked superiority
over all other types of schools. The senior high school
is making more of an effort than the four-year high school
to provide guidance activities, but in general, the em-
I
I
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METHODS AHD MATERIiJiS USED FOR GUIDANCE
IK
SECCKDARY SCHOOLS OF MASSACHUSETTS
To adequately carry out any of the various activities
of guida-nce requires the employment of certain methods and
ma.terials. This investigation is not concerned vi?ith vvhat
type of method or what materials are most suitatle to ac-
complish these ends, but rather, to what extent various
methods and materials are being employed in the secondary
schools of Mas S cichusetts
,
Seven functions of guidance v/ere grouped in the checlcj'
ing list sent to the 211 principals, under the heading,
"Methods and Materials Used for Guidance," These included
such methods and materials generally accepted as means for
effectively giving information to the pupil, and obtaining
information about the pupil.
The Personal Interviev^r
The first method to be considered is the personal in-
terview. It is the purpose here to determine what schools
are providing time for the personal interview as a means
of obtaining information concerning the individual, and
of giving information which will assist him in meeting
J''
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ma.ny crises which v#ill arise.
Schools iproviding interviews . --It was found (Table 5 )
that 59 cent of the 169 schools included in the re-
port, are providing regular time for interviev/ing all the
^
Table of Type of School to Making Pro
visions for the Personal Interview for /J.1 Pupils in






















(87) 27 51 5 6 32 37
Senior (35 15 45 2 6 17 49
Four-year (42) 21 50 6 14 27 64
Six-vear ( 2 40 2 40 4 80
/ill Type s(i69) 65 39 15 9 80 48
pupils in the school. Of these sixty-five schools rep-
resented by the 39 cent, seventeen of them, or 26 per
cent, also provide time for interviewing pupils as the
need arises. Such needs v;ere mentioned as discipline, fail-
ure, adjustment, commendation, etc.
Nine schools provide time for interviewing all the
seniors, one school, for seniors and juniors, one school
for the seniors and freshmen, and four schools for fresh-
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first and lart year students in a school.) This gives a
total of fifteen schools or 9 per cent, who are providing
regular time for personal interviews to special groups in
the school. By adding these to the sixty- five schools who
provide interviews for all pupils, a total of eighty,
or 48 per cent is obtained, indicating that this percent-




at one time or another (on the assumption, of course, that
there are no drop-outs before the senior year.)
I'
' Expressing these relations in other words it means
)'
that 52 per cent of the schools provide no regiilar time
for interviewing pupils. Included in this number are 40
i
per cent who provide interviev/s when needed, and 12 per
i
cent v/ho made no reply to the item. The counseling value
I
of an interview supplied only when needed, is questionable.
In general, it is felt that such interviews are mostly for
Ij
administrative or disciplinary purposes, and have little
relation to the interview's concerning the interests of
|i
pupils; their special abilities, educational and vocation-
al ambitions, and the like.
Tynes and sizes of schools providing interviews .--
The smaller schools of all types surpass the larger
schools in regard to providing interviews for all pupils,
ii Forty-two per cent of the smaller schools (Figure 3)
I making provisions for the personal interview, compared
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Schools vdth 1000 Schools with 1001
’ or Less Pupils or More Pupils
Figure 3“**^^owing the Smaller and Larger Schools
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of school, the one significant fact that stands out clear*f|
ly above all others, is the marked difference bet-';7een the'
smaller and the larger senior high schools. Only 32 per
cent of the larger senior high schools are making regular
provisions for individual counseling through the personal
j
interview, compared with 63 per cent of the smaller school^s
The difference betv/een the junior high schools of the two
sizes is not as pronounced as it is for the senior high
schools, yet the 36 per cent reported by the smaller junio^
high schools, compared with 23 per cent for the larger
schools, is a further indication of the superiority of the
smaller schools in making provisions for guidance func-
tions .
The four-year high schools are quite similar in the
frequency reported, with a difference of only 5 pe^ cent
in favor of the larger schools. Combining the percentages
of those schools making provisions for special groups,
as seniors, freshmen, etc., to those providing for all
pupils, the small four-year high school makes a splendid
showing. It gives them a commanding lead over schools of
all other types and sizes, as 70 per cent present an op-
portunity for interviewing all pupils at some time. The
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larger four-year high schools follow closely the practice
of the smaller schools in providing for the interview.
i
Thus, the four-year high schools of all sizes have a de-
,
cided advantage over the other types of schools in regard I
to the guidance function of providing interviews for all
j
pupils. This is quite apparent (Table 5) ^‘^om the fact
that one-half the four-year schools are providing for the '
interview for all pupils, compared with 43 per cent of thejj
senior high schools, and 31 cent of the junior high
j;
schools, 'yith the percentages of those caring only for
j
special groups added to these figures, the four-year schools
make the best showing (64 per cent), followed in order by
i|
the senior and junior high schools with percentages of }'
ji
49 per cent and 37 per cent respectively.
j
The number and len,?th of interviews .--The most common^
practice for all schools in regard to the number of inter-
viev/s provided is at least one, and more if needed (Table 1^) •
Thirty-three schools report this arrangement, repre sentingjj
20 per cent of the 169 schools considered in this study, i
I
In relation to the 80 schools (Table 5) reporting provisioits
for regular interviews it represents 41 per cent. Ten
schools reported from two to three interviews a year, six
schools provide one a term, one provides two a term, and
one, three a term.
The data given for the length of interview (Table 7)
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are not very t i ef m ctory , Approximately one-half of
thoee v;ho provide regular interviews made replies to the
Table 6--The Number of Interviev.’S Provided During
the Year in Relation to the Type of School
Tyne of School
Number Junior Senior Four- Ml
of Hi^?:h MEh Year Schools
Interviews ITurn- Per ITurn- Per Num- Per Num- Per
ber Cent ber Cent ber Cent ber Cent
^2) (:\MT~
At least one 11 13 8 13 31 33 20
Two -three 4 5 2 6 4 10 10 6
Cne a term 0 0 4 11 2 5 6 4
Other 2 2 0 0 0 0 2 1
question on the length. The arrangements vary according
to the type of school. The junior high schools favor the
Table 7-“The Length of the Personal Interview in Re-




3-10 5.-15 IO--3O over 50 Total
Junior High 87 5 8 2 0 15
Senior High 35 3 3 5 0 11
Four-year High (42 2 3 12 2 19
Six-year Hi^h (5) 1 0 0 0 1
^J.1 Types (169) 11 14 19 2 46
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group, and eight in the 5“'15 ^ninute group. The senior i
i
high schools are somewhat split, with six favoring the i
shorter interview, and five the longer IO--3O minute interi^
I
view. The four-year high schools are strongly in fa.vor ofj
the longer interview. Tv/elve employ from IO--3O minutes
j
and two report over ^0 minutes. The practice most common
j
to all schools is the longer IO--5O minute interview.
By way of summary, the smaller schools make more use
|
of the interview than the larger schools, the smaller four •
year high school leading all others of all sizes. Consid-
ered in regard to type of school, the four -year high schoo
surpasses all others in providing for the interview. The
practice most commonly observed for all schools, in regard
to the number of intervie?,/s
,
is at least one a year, and
the length of the interview, from 10—^0 minutes.
Grou-p Guidance Classes
The second method considered in this investigation
for giving information to pupils, is the group guidance
class. Such group advisement is an economical way of deal
ing v/ith the common problems and needs of the pupils.
Hov^ever, it should not be considered a substitute for the
personal interview, but rather a supplement.
Types of schools reporting: group guidance .--Group
guidance classes are provided in 40 per cent of the 169
.
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schools reporting in the investigation, which is a strong
indication of the need for a better organized program.
The Junior high schools far exceed any other type of high
school in this method of guidance. Fifty-one of the eighty-
seven Junior high schools reporting, or 59 per cent, are
providing for such classes. The six-year high schools
ranked next to the Junior high schools, with tv^o of the
five reporting, or 40 per cent making use of group guid-
ance classes. The senior and the four-year high schools,
reported in that order--eight senior high schools with
23 per cent, and six four -year high schools with 14 per
cent •
Examining these data more closely (Table 8) it is
Table 8--The Relation of the Type of School to Pro-


























Junior 87 40 46 4 5 7 7 59
Senior 55 4 11 0 0 4 11 8 23
Four-year (42) 2 5 1 2 3 7 6 14
Six-.vear
-(-51 0 0 la 20 1 20 2 40
All Type s( 169
J
6 5 15 $ 67 ‘ 59
®’Four grades in the six-year school.
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olDserved that the 59 cent for the Junior high schools
is divided into three groups, viz., 46 per cent vrho pro-
vide group guidance classes for all grades in the school,
5 per cent for two grades, and 8 per cent for one grade.
One six-year high school has classes in grades seven,
eight, nine and eleven, and the other in grade seven only.
Four senior high schools (11 per cent) are providing these
classes for all grades, and four for grade ten. The four-
year high schools report two using this method of guidance
for all grades, one for grades nine and twelve, and three
for grade nine.
Time arrangement for grout) guidance clas<^es .--The
time arrangements for conducting guidance classes is a
good indication of how well or how poorly they are organ-
ized in the different types of schools.
The data for the Junior high schools reveal that grou^
guidance classes are provided on an organized schedule.
The most prevalent practice indicated is one period per
week. Thirty-eight of the fifty-one schools (74 per cent)
using this method of guidance, follow such a time arrange-
ment, Nine others (l8 per cent) report more frequent
meetings of two or three periods a week, while four (8 per
cent) provide other schedules. The arrangements offered
by these four are: five periods a week for one month,
one period per month, one period each term, and three to
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four periods a year. V/hen these data are considered in
terms of the total number of junior high schools reporting,
_which is 87
,










Figure 4--The Percentage of Schools of the Different
Types Providing Regular Weekly Guidance Classes of One,
Two, or Three Periods
them, or ^4 per cent, (Figure 4) are providing group guid-
ance classes on a regular schedule of one, two or three
periods a week.
The senior high school arrangement is not as definite.
Three of the eight schools who report using group guidance
classes, (Table 3) do so on a weekly basis, iUthough this
is 33 per cent of the eight schools, yet considered in re-
lation to all the senior high schools, it means that only
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Of the t7.o six-year high schools utilizing this meth-;
• j
od, one reports a regular v/eekly class of 5 periods for ^
grade seven, and the other reports more extensive use of
I
two periods per week in grades seven, eight and nine, hut
|






The schedule for the four-year high schools is sitiii- '
lar to that of the senior high schools. One school report
guidance classes for all grades one period a week; another
reports one period a week for grade nine and two or three
times a year for grades ten, eleven and twelve; one school
employs one period a 7/eck for grades nine and twelve; tv/o
schools, one period a week for grade nine, and one school,
two periods a week for grade nine. This indicates that
five sciiools are on a regular weekly basis, or 83 cent
of the six schools reporting group guidance. Interpreted
in other words, it means that but 12 per cent of all the
four-year high schools are making provisions for regular
weekly guidance classes.
Considering the relation betv.een the school enroll-
ment and the provisions made for group guidance classes,
the smaller schools again reveal their superiority over
the larger schools. Of the fifty-one junior high schools
making provisions for this function, 63 cent are
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four-yes.r schools a similfir situation exists, 66 per cent
being amaller schools and per cent larger schools, Ho
difference is noted betv;een the larger and smaller senior
high schools
,
Summarizing these data for group guidance, it can be
seen that a little over one-half of the Junior high schools
provide time for regular v/eelcly use of group guidance
classes. T'wo-fifths of the six-year schools are making
provisions for that function, and approximately one-tenth
of the four-year and senior high schools. In terms of all
schools, it means that one -third of them are making regular
weekly use of this guidance technique for one or more
grades of the school. This is a striking indication of
how little use the schools of Massachusetts are making of
this method for giving informa^tion to the pupil. The weak-
ness of the senior a.nd four-year high schools in this re-
gard is significant.
The Homeroom Period
The homeroom is an importa.nt cog in the orga.nization
and administration of the secondary school. Many principa
have found it very useful, among other things, for giving
educational and vocational information, as ?jell as gaining
much valuable information about the individual pupil. It
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in the school schedule known as the homeroom period. The
investigator sought in this study to ascerta.in how many
schools have such a period, and also how many utilize it
for guidance purposes
,
The number urovidin ^’: homero om periods .»-It v/as found
that 85 schools, which represents one-half of the 169
schools included in the study, provide time for a regular
homeroom period (Table 9) • Fifty-five of these reported
Table 9 “-Frequency W'ith V/hich the Different Types of

















Junior High (87) 60 69 44 51
Senior High 35 11 31 4 11
Four -year High (42) 12 29 6 14
Six-year High ( 5) 3 60 1 20
All Types (169) 85 50 55 33
that a program for guidance discussion was arranged in
this period; the other thirty reported in the negative.
Thus, 65 per cent of the eighty-five make use of the period
for guidance purposes. In other words, this indicates that
35 per cent of the 169 schools utilize the homeroom period
' \m
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for giving guidance information.
The junior high schools again show the v/ay with 69
per cent employing the homeroom period and approximately
three-fourths of these providing a program for guidance
discussion in this period. In terms of all the junior high
schools, 51 per cent use the homeroom period for guidance
information •
Three six-year high schools have a homeroom period
hut only one uses it for guidance. The senior and four-
year high schools are again at the bottom of the list,
with eleven senior high schools ( 3I per cent), and twelve
four-year high schools (29 per cent), reporting provisions
for the homeroom period* Only four tmd six of them respec-
tively, use it for guidance, representing 11 and 14 per
cent of all the senior and four-year high schools included
in the investigation.
The •periods and length .--The time arrangements, shov/-
ing the nuiaber of periods and the length of the period,
are quite varied. The most common practice is one period
a week, ranging in duration from 40--60 minutes. Thirty-
three schools reported (Table 10) such a schedule, which
is 39 cent of the 85 schools having a homeroom period.
The next in order is an arrangement of from three to five
periods a v;eek, with varying lengths of from fifteen to
thirty-five minutes. This was reported by 25 schools,
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representing 29 per cent of the 85 schools utilizing the
homeroom period. It is felt that this latter arrangement
is for administrative purposes. liany schools have two
Table 10—The Frequency and Length of Homeroom Periods














. .(Bil I??:... (^) T159;
1 per week 40--60 23 5 3 2 3^n II 25-39 5 0 3 0
II II 20--24 4 0 1 1 26
v/eek 15-35 17 5 4 0 25
2 per v/eek 40- -45 0 1 1 0 2
recess periods and while one group of pupils is at recess
the other is in the various homerooms. This accoionts for
the larger number of homeroom periods a v/eek and the rela-
tively shorter period reported.
A few schools made note of other arra.ngeraents than
those recorded in Table 10. One junior high school reported
a homeroom period every other week, a,nother reported one
every month, and another, ten periods a week of ten minutes
in length. Among the six-yea,r high schools one uses two
periods a month for grades seven and eight, a.nother has
one period a week for grades seven, eight and nine. Among
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the senior and four -year high schools, one school of each
type reported the use of this period '’occasionally.”
In summari 7,ing the data for the homeroom period, it
is significant to note that although one-half of the l 69 '
schools included in the investigation provide for the
homeroom period, only one-third of all the schools utilize
it for guidance purposes. It is rather coincident to note
that this is the same number who are providing for the
regular use of group guidance classes (Table 5) • The
junior high schools again show a decided advantage over
the other types of schools with one-half providing a pro-
gram for guidance discussion in a homeroom period, comparelli
with one-fifth for the six-year high schools, one-seventh
for the four-year high schools and approximately one-tenth
for the senior high schools.
Little difference is noted in regard to the use of
the homeroom and the size of the school. Of the fifty-
five schools providing a guidance program in the homeroom
period, 55 cent are smaller schools and 45 per cent
are larger schools. The 5 cent margin is between the
junior high schools of the two sizes because the percentag
among the senior and four-year high schools are equally
reported .
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Providing OccuDational Informa.t ion
No guidance prograjn vrould
the name of guidance without r
be complete nor ?;orthy of
systematic consideration
of occupations . Perhaps one of the best methods at the
Table ll--Shov«fing the Various Means for Providing
Occupational Informs-tion in I69 Secondary Schools of





























library 52 60 21 60 27 64 102 60
Assembly talks . . . 29 33 8 23 19 45 79 47
Course in Oc-
cupations 48 55 2 6 10 24 63 37
Occupational









cations 10 12 8 23 19 45 38 23
Occupational
clubs 6 7 2 6 1 2 9 5
^Six-year high school included in total column.
present time of providing this necessary occupational in-
formation is through a course in occupations. Sixty-three

of the 169 schools, or 37 per cent, reported making pro-
visions for some type of a course in occupations. As was
expected, over one-half of the junior high schools pro-
vide for such a course (Table ll) . The poor showing of
the senior high schools might he partly explained by the
fact that this is taken care of by the junior high schools
in many of the same systems.
It is interesting to compare the data for occupation-
al courses in 169 Massachusetts schools, with the 188
secondary schools of ITew Jersey studied by Cunliffe**
,
and
the 336 schools, selected from forty states throughout the
O
country, studied by Koos and Kefauver*^ ,( Figure 5)* The
percentages revealed for all schools of all types is sur-
prisingly similar in all three investigations. This is
I
likewise true of the data for the junior high schools.
The large percentage shov/n by the six-year schools of
Massachusetts cannot be considered very reliable, as has
been previously stated, because there v/ere only five
schools of this type who reported in the investigation.
Location of course in occuoat iona .--The period ar-
rangement for the course in occupations is quite varied in
^R. B. Cunliffe, op. cit., p. 8 .
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Figure 5“ “Comparison of Types of Schools Offering a
Course in Occupations as Reported in New Jersey Study by
Cunliffe, in Selected Schools of United Sta,tes by Koos
and Kefauver, and in La,rger Secondary Schools of Massachu
setts in this Study
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the different echoole. In the junior high school schools,
one -fourth of the forty-eight schools providing the
course, report that it is given in conjunction v/ith the
!
group guidance classes . One period a week for all grades
:
is the most common arrangement noted. Grade nine is re-
ported next highest as a location for the course. In five
schools it is united with the study of civics five periods
a week, the length of the course ranging from one-fourth
i to one-half a year. The remaining nine junior high schools
make provisions for one period a week in grade nine.
The senior high school schedule is very irregular,
1
One period a week for all grades is reported by only one
school. Another provides a course in grade ten, four
periods a week. Three other schools report occupational
information is given "irregularly” or "casually” through-
out the school, and another reports tha.t it is worked into
the commercial course in grade twelve.
The most common placement of the course in the four-
year high schools is grade nine, which was reported by
eight of the ten schools having an occupations course.
The other two have different arrangements, one providing
it in both grades nine and twelve for one period a week,
and the other for commercial students in grade tv/elve for
three periods a week,
,
In schools of the six-year type, one presents the
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course in grade seven, three periods a week. Another offers
it in grades eight and eleven, three periods a week, while
the other school provides it in grades seven, eight and
nine, one period a week in conjunction with group guidance,
j
The smaller schools have a distinct advantage over
I
I
the larger schools, with 64 per cent of the schools having
occupational courses, being of the smaller size and ^6
per cent, of the larger size. Practically the same pro-
portion is found in all the types of schools.
The following significant facts are worth noting in
summarizing the data for the course in occupations: (l)
'
•^Over one-half of the junior high schools are making pro-
visions for a course in occupations. (2) The schools of
Massachusetts in general, compare favorably with the
schools of Uew Jersey, reported by Cunliffe, and with the
schools throughout the United states, reported by Koos and
Kefauver. (3) In spite of this fact, more than three-
fifths of the secondary schools of Massachusetts are not
mciking any provisions for a systematic course in occupa-
tions. (4) The senior and four-year high schools can do
much more in the way of providing occupational information
by offering a course in occupations.
Other means of g:iving occu-pational informsition .--A
further examination of the data tabulated on the means for
giving occupational information (Table ll) reveals many
1»
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other intere' ting f&cts. /onong these are: (l) The marked'
similarity among schools of all types in providing occu-
pational books in the school library. (2) The four-year
high school is devoting tv;o or three times as much atten-
I
tion as the senior high school to activities providing
|
I
occupational information. This is noted in six of the i




the four -year high school is providing more occu-
;j
pational guidance than any of the other types of schools,
j
(4) More than three-fifths of the four-year and senior higii
schools utilize assembly talks for presenting occupational
information. ( 5 ) About one-third of the four-year schools
make investigations into local opportunities, while slightly
over one-tenth of the senior high schools make the same
provisions. (6) In regird to presenting information
through interviews v;ith representatives of vocations, the
four-3'-ea.r schools show a percentage of 4^ per cent compar-
ed v;ith 23 per cent for the senior high school.
Provisions for Exploratory a.nd Trvout Experiences
Exploratory and tryout courses should occupy an im-
portant place in a guidance program. Many valuable ex-
periences can be gained from exploratory and introductory
courses, v/hich give the individual first-hand information
about the nature and type of work to be expected in more
^*|F
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advanced courses. In addition, they provide opportunities
for discovering abilities and interests which might he used
for predictive purposes.
The tendency of providing general courses for explor-
atory or tryout purposes is noticed more frequently in the
Tcihle 12--Exploratory and Tryout E^qperiences Provided






























science 60 69 6 17 18 45 87 52
Clubs 62 9 26 11 26 77 46
General math-
ematics 46 53 4 11 12 29 62 37
Speciali r;ed
shops 45 52 2 6 3 7 50 30
Genera.1 shop . . .
.
54 39 7 20 0 14 49 29
General social
science 22 25 1 3 7 17 52 19
Short unit
courses 17 20 2 6 5 12 24 14
General Ian-
guage 21 24 0 0 1 2 23 14
®'Six-year high school included in total column.
junior high school grades than in any other (Table 12),
I
This was to be expected, inasmuch as the exploratory phase
:i
I
of the junior high school has been a long accepted prin-

ciple •
Although there ie etill much to be deeired by way of
making greater provieione for many of the general courses,
yet these data show a marked similarity to those found by
Koos and Kefauver^ . In the matter of general science, for
instance, they report a frequency of 70 per cent for the
junior high schools and approximately ^0 per cent for the
six-year schools. This is nearly identical with data pre-
sented in Table 12, of 69 per cent for the junior high
schools and ^2 per cent for the six-yea.r high schools,




has been introduced into three-fifths of the junior high
|
schools and one-third of the six-year schools, while this
investigation reveals that slightly more than one-half of i
ji
the junior high schools and one-fifth of the six-year
j
,
schools make similar provisions. The percentages in re-
!|
gard to general language and general social science are
practically the same in the two investigations. 7or gen- i|
eral language the Massachusetts schools shov/ a frequency
||
of 24 per cent for the junior high schools, and 20 per centjl
I
I
for the six-year schools, compared with 22.5, cent^tnd !
i
I
11*5 per cent respectively. In making provisions for gen-
^Ibid., pp. 112 a.nd ll6. !
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eral social science the figures are 25 and 40 per cent
I respectively, for this study, compared with 25 and 35 pei*
cent respectively, in the study made "by Koos and Kefauver.
i The total percentages for schools of all types pro-
viding for the general shop and for specialized shops pre-
sents an interesting situation, A more careful analysis
of these two items reveals that the senior and four-year
high schools are making more provisions for the general
shop than for specialized shops, whereas the order is re-
versed in the junior high schools, with ^2 per cent report-
ing Specialized shdps and only 59 per cent the general shop.
This is an une^qpected finding. A more natural and logical
arrcingement would he to provide the general shop in the
junior high school, leaving the specialized shops for the
senior and four-year high schools.
The following facts are observed from the tabulated
data regarding exploratory and tryout experiences: (l)
I
The data for junior high schools and six-year high schools
j
compare quite favorably v/ith the data for the same type of[
schools reported by Koos and Kefauver. (2) The junior higi
!l
schools are not making as many provisions for a general
||
shop as they are for specialized shops. ( 3 ) The senior an4
four-year high schools are not utilizing specialized shops
|
as much as the general shop. (4) Only one-seventh of the I
schools of all types provide short unit courses, none !
I
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v/hatever being reported by the six-year schools, ”
Securing Guidance Data Y7ith Ob.jective Tests
|
The use of standardized tests to obtain objective
|
I
data for purposes of guidance, supplants subjective esti-
mates with accurate information. Although much of the
testing movement is still in an experimental state, and I
thoroughly accurate standards have not as yet been entire-
ly organized, the value of tests for securing valuable
data cannot be neglected nor minimized.
Data on use of objective tests ,--The use of the in-
telligence test was reported by a little more than one-
I
half of the 169 schools in Massachusetts (Table 13 )* This
compares most unfavorably with the data found by Koos and
Kefauver^
,
where the use of mental tests was reported by
three-fourths of the schools they investigated. Likewise,
the percentage reporting the use of achievement tests for
one or more subjects was reported less favorably in this
investigation than in that conducted by Koos and Kefauver,
They found 61.9 per cent of the schools using this type of
test, compared with 46 per cent for the Massachusetts
schools
.
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A fact not "brousiit out by the data in Table 15, is
that some one or both of these two types of tests is used
Table 13--Typea of Tests Administered in the Differ-





























Intelligence 55 66 14 40 18 45 91 54
Achievement 42 48 14 40 9 22 68 40
Prognostic 6 7 4 11 6 14 16 10
Aptitude .
.
1 1 6 17 4 10 11 7
Interest ques-
tionnaire 7 8 2 6 1 24 11 7
Self-rating 6 7 2 6 3 7 11 7
Mechanical
ability . 4 5 4 11 1 2 9 5
Character , 5 4 1 5 0 0 6 4
^Six-year high school included in this column.
in one grade at least, by 62 per cent of all the schools
in the state. In other words, it means that two-fifths of
the larger secondary schools of Massachusetts are making
no use whatsoever of mental tests or achievement tests;
in fact, of no objective tests of any type.
The intelligence test is administered in all grades
of the school by nearly one-fifth of those reporting.
Seventeen per cent give it in the first year of the school
I
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and 8 per cent in the last year, A few reported that it
was given only to individuals and problem cases, and ap-
!
proximately one-seventh of the senior and four-year high
schools use the results of the previous schools. Achieve-
ment tests were similarly reported: 23 per cent use them
in all grades, 11 per cent in the first year of the school,
2 per cent in the last year, and 4 per cent use them oc-
casionally ,
The measures of special abilities, character, and in-
terests are used much less frequently than the intelligenci 1
and achievement tests. Less than a tenth of the schools
reported the use of one or more of these. Some types of
schools reported none (Table I3) and only a few schools
reported some use of all of these guidance devices.
Tests accordin*.^ to type of school .--The junior high
school and the six-year school report the highest percent-
ages for the use of intelligence and achievement tests
(Table I3) . Four-fifths of the six-year scJiools and over
three-fifths of the junior high schools administer some
hind of mental tests, and three-fifths of the six-year and
one-half of the junior high schools make use of achieve-
ment tests. The four-year and the senior high schools are
practically equal in regard to the use of intelligence
tests, whereas the senior high school uses the achievement
test twice as much as the four-year high school.
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Special ability tests were reported with the highest
frequency by the senior high schools. Aptitude tests of i|
different kinds are being used by 17 per cent of the senior
high schools, and prognostic and mechanical ability tests
by 11 per cent. The six-year high schools report no use
of any of these three tests of special aptitudes
,
In general, the secondary schools of Massachusetts
are making but little use of objective tests in administerj-
ing guidance. The use of intelligence and achievement
tests are reported with the highest frequency, but less
favorably than the schools reported by Koos and Kefauver,
Measures of achievement in relation to the individual
ability are important in gaining a true picture of the
problems of learning, the need of emphasis in teaching, as
v;ell as the probable level of future achievement of the in
dividual in other fields. The prognostic and aptitude
tests are likewise pertinent to a comprehensive guidance
program in gaining closer relationships with probable suc-
cess, than can be obtained from the general mental tests.
It is significant to note that only 13 per cent of the
schools are making any provisions for any of these latter '
ins trument s
,
The interest questionnaire, self-rating scales, and
character tests are reported by but few schools , Although
the evaluative data for these instruments may at present.
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be somewhat inadequate, yet they can be profitably used as
supplements to data of more proven worth.
G\mulative Records
The various methods of giving guidance information
to pupils, and the different materials for obtaining in-
formation from pupils have been discussed in the previous
Sections, Another important phase of guidance, however,
is that of keeping adequate records of such information
over a period of years, so that a complete, continuous re-
cord of the individual is available at all times.
Data on types of records .--Cumulative records of
scholarship are kept by 91 per cent of the 169 schools re-
porting (Table 14 ), Records of tests, principally the in-
telligence quotient, are kept by a little more than one-
half of the schools, or 55 cent. The student’s parti-
cipation in extra-curricular activities is another record
commonly kept, Rorty-five per cent of the schools record
this item, with the senior high school showing the highest
frequency (60 per cent).
The report showing the number of schools keeping othe:j'
types of important records so necessary in a guidance pro-
gram, is a good indication of hov; little is being done in
the accumulation and recording of valuable information re-
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keep a record of personal interviev/s, and approxinuitely
one-sixth, a record of pupil adjustments. The special in
Table 14--The Relation Between the Type of Cumulative





























54 62 12 34 21 50 89 53
ties
Pupil inter-
58 44 21 60 17 41 77 46
viev;s .
Personality
33 38 13 37 16 58 65 38
rat ings
Educational
21 24 10 29 13 31 46 27
plans
Home condi-




20 23 9 26 5 12 37 22
bilit ies 17 20 9 26 7 17 36 21
Adjustments
Outside school
18 21 5 14 2 5 28 17
activities . , .
,
Subject likes
11 13 11 31 7 17 28 17
and dislikes .
.
14 16 3 9 4 10 24 14
®’Six-year high school is included in this column.
terests and abilities of the individual, evidenced in ex-




"by only one-fifth of the schools. Outside school activi-
ties and subject likes and dislikes often play an important
part in a pupil’s vocational future, yet only one-sixth of
the schools keep such records,
Gumulative record s according: to t.vue of school ,--In
general, there is but little difference in the matter of i
keeping cumulative records, in the various types of schools
The largest individual percentages are shown by the junior
high schools in the matter of recording test results, and
in the senior high schools in the matter of recording out-:
side school activities and extra-curricular activities.
The junior high schools show higher percentages in keeping
four types of records, viz., scholarship, tests, adjustment
and subject likes and dislikes. The senior high schools
likewise report higher percentages in four, viz., extra-
curricular activities, home conditions, special interests
and abilities, and outside school activities. The four-
year schools have a slight advantage in keeping two types
of recordS'-personalitj'- ratings and educational plans.
Those using the records .--Not much information of
value was derived from the questions in the checking list
regfirding who uses the cumulative records. The only sig-
nificant observation was that anyone connected with the
s
schools has access to these records. These include the
principal, subject teacher, homeroom teachers, counselors.
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advisers, visiting teachers, attendance officers, and
clerics. A fev/ mentioned the school nurse and state vieitojl's.
This question wrs included in the checking list oecause it
was felt by the investigator that in keeping cumulative re]t
cords, many items recorded might he of such a confidential
nature that only special people would have access to them.
Either the significance of the question was not perceived,
or items of a strictly confidential nature are not recorde<{,
on cumulative records.
V.'hen are the records used?--This query likewise pro-
duced no data worth recording in this study. The investi-
gator was anxious to determine whether there are definite
occasions for using the records or whether they are record-j
ed and then left unused. The results were most unsatisfac*J
tory and are not reported here,
V.liat happens to the records ? -«lt v/as found that one-
half of the junior high schools pass the curiiulative records]
to the upper schools. Of this number passed to the upper
school onl 3'- 55 cent report that the records are used
bi'- the upper school. This is significant. If cixnulative
records are to be of any guidance value they should contain]
information and data covering a period of years. It seems
worthless for the lower schools to compile accurate records
of the individual’s history, personality'', likes and dislike^
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half of those passed on are ever ueed
The following facts are significant in summarizing
the tabulated data regarding cumulative records: (l)
Nearly all schools keep cumulative records of scholarship.
It is not known whether the remaining 9 P^r cent who did
not reply to this item, do not keep scholarship records,
or whether they were misled by the word "cumulative."
(2) Approximately one-half of the schools keep a record of
tests and extra-curricular activities. ( 3 ) The frequency
with which the other types of records were reported is a
strong indication of how little is done in recording val-
ua,ble information. (4) In general, there is little dif-
ference in the kind of records kept by the different types
of schools, ( 5 ) Anyone connected with the schools has ac-
cess to the records, (6) One-lialf of the lower schools
pass the cumulative records to the upper school, and of
those passed on, only one-half of them are used.
Summary
The methods and materials employed to achieve the ob-
jectives of guidance are reported with varying emphasis in
the secondary schools of Massachusetts, A detailed summar
of the chapter is unnecessary since individual summaries
are given at the conclusion of each topic discussed. A
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The data presented, indicates that the junior high
schools are making more attempts to utilize all the meth-
j
I'
ods and materials than any other type of school. V/ith one:
exception, of providing regular time for the personal in- i
I
terview, over one -half of the junior high schools are mak-
ing use of these methods and materials for guidance, with
I
no particular emphasis on any one. The tendency of the
j
six-year schools is to follow the practices indicated by
the junior high school.
The practice among the other types of schools is not
so uniform. In the four-year high school, the guidance
efforts are centered largely around the personal interview,
Two-thirds of these schools are making regular provisions
for this method of guidance . -About one-fifth of the four-
year schools offer a course in occupations, and only one
out of seven provide guidance through the homeroom period
or the group guidance class ,
The weakness of the senior high school program is
evident from the small percentages reported in the use of
:
,the various methods and materials. Less than one-half
provide regular time for the personal interviev/, and less
than one-fifth for group guidance classes. Slightly over
one-tenth utilize the homeroom period for guidance purposes
and only one out of seventeen provide a course in occupa-
I
tions ,
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A summary of the data for all schools, reveal that
•)
approximately one -half of those included in the study
make regular provisions for the personal interview. Al-
though group guidance classes are “being provided in nearly
two-fifths of the schools, only one-third are conducting
regular classes on a weekly basis. Regular homeroom perio
are included in the programs of ^0 per cent of the schools
yet only one-third utilize them for guidance purposes.
Likewise, approximately one-third of the secondary schools
are offering a course in occupations. Exploratory and try
out courses are provided by one-seventh to one-half of the
schools. The largest percentages were reported for generaij,
science, clubs, and general mathematics; the smallest per-
centages, for general social science and general language.
Objective tests are used by the schools of Massachu-
setts to a very limited degree. One-half of the schools
utilize mental tests and two-fifths use achievement tests.
The other tests and questionnaires are used by from four
to ten per cent of all schools.
The practice of keeping cumulative records, other
than scholarship, corresponds closely to the data presentee
for other guidance functions, Erom one out of seven, to
one out of four schools keep records of subject likes and
dislikes, outside school activities, adjustments, special
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ratings and pupil interviews.
It might generally be felt that the larger the school
the better would be the opportunities presented for or-
ganized guidance. However, the data definitely show that
the school of medium size ( 5OO to 1000 pupils) are making
more use of the methods and materials for guidance than
the larger schools.
9
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THE SECONDARY SCHOOLS OF MASSACHUSETTS
The organization of the guidance program in the
larger secondary schools of Massachusetts will be discusse
in this chapter under two headings: first, the function-
aries, or those who carry on the various guidance activi-
ties; second, the type of organizations under which the
functionaries perform guidance activities.
i
Gui dance Functionaries
Functionaries included in the guidance program as
responsible for performing certain guidance activities,
and the frequency with which they were reported are found
in Table 15 . The functionary reported with the highest
frequency is the principal. Nearly seven-tenths of all
the schools report him as a guidance officer. The home-
room teacher is reported by 68 per cent, following close
behind the principal. Two-fifths of the schools indicate
the assistant principal as a functionary, and less than
one-third report the counselor. The dean of girls is as-
suming guidance activities in one-seventh of the schools,
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The other functionaries included in the list are reported
with less frequency. It is interesting to note that 4 per
cent, or six schools, report other functionaries than
Table 15--Guidance ITunct ionari es Reported by
Secondary Schools of !>i[assachuset ts According to Type of
School



























Principal 6l 24 69 35 83 117 69
68Homeroom teacher
Assistant prin-
67 77 14 40 30 71 115
cipal 31 36 14 40 21 50 69 41
Counselor 30 35 1^ 37 7 17 53
Class adviser . . • 8 9
8
23 14 33 31 18
Dean of girls . . .
Guidance com-
5 6 30 12 29 25 15
mittee 10 12 3 9 2 5 l6 10
Group adviser • . . 1 1 3 9 4 10 8 5
Visiting teacher 2 2 3 9 3 7 8 5
Dean of boys • . . . 2 2 1 1 1 2 4 2
Others 2 3 2 3 2 5 6 4
^Six-year high school is included in total column.
those given in Table 15* Four of these schools included
the clerks or the secretary as guidance officials, one
mentioned the placement officer, and the other the super-
visor of secondary education.
Guid ance functionaries and types of schools .--Examin-

39
ing these data according to the different types of school^
it will he observed (Table 15) that the principal is re-
ported most frequently as a functionary in the four-year
high schools. The junior high schools shov; the smallest
frequency in this regard with 6l per cent reporting the
principal as a funct ionary . Two-fifths of the senior high
schools employ the homeroom teacher in a guidance capacity
compared with nearly four-fifths of the other schools.
This might be explained by the relatively higher percent-
ages reported by this type of school for counselors, deans
of girls and class advisers, an indication that the speciajt
ist is utilized to a greater extent than the homeroom gen-|
eralist in the senior high schools.
The four -year high school shows a decidedly low per-
centage for counselors (17 per cent) , the smallest of any
of the other types of schools reporting. It is quite ap-
parent, when this low percentage is considered along with
the high percentages reported by the four-yea,r school for
the principal, homeroom teacher, and assistant principal
as functionaries, that the guidance program carried on in
the four -year high school is not organized around the
specialist as much as in the senior high school. The clas
adviser and the group adviser are most frequently employed
in the four-year type of high school, and less frequently
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schools report the dec:n of girls "by practically the same
percentages. This is likewise noticed in the group a.dvise:|
and visiting teacher. These three functionaries are re-
ported to a small extent by the junior high schools and
not at all by the six-year schools. Slightly over one-
tenth of the junior high schools report a guidance coininitt^e
of the faculty for carrying out guidance activities.
Functionaries accordinr^ to s chool enrollment .--The
sma^ller schools, those of 1000 pupils or less, report the
principal as a guidance functionary more frequently than
the larger schools, those of 1001 pupils or more. This
should be expected, since the principal in the smaller
School is generally in closer contact with practically all
school activities than would be possible for the high
school principal in the larger school. The percentages
(Figure 6 ) are 75 the smaller schools, compared with
66 reported for the larger. These percentages are some-
what higher than those observed by Koos and Kefauver, al-
though appro ximt-.tely in the same proportion. They found
that 64.9 per cent of the smaller schools reported the
Xjrincixjal as a functionary, compared with ^3»4 per cent
of the larger schools. The percentages on the homeroom
teacher in the two investigations are quite at varis.nce,
however. The homeroom teacher is reported as a guidance
functionary by 71 pei* cent of the sraa.ller secondary school^;
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Figure 6- -Percentages of Secondary Schools of
Massachusetts With Enrollments of 1000 or Less, and 1001
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of Massachusetts and 65 per cent of the larger (Figure 6)
•
Koos and KefauveaP report 66 per cent for the smaller
schools and 88.2 per cent for the larger. In other words,
they found that practically nine -tenths of the larger
schools use the homeroom teacher as a guidance official,
compared with tv/o-thirds of the smaller schools. Yet this
investigation reveals the homeroom teacher as a functionary
in less than two-thirds of the larger schools and in seven
tenths of the smaller schools.
The most significant fact revealed is the difference
between the smaller and the larger schools in the use of
guidance counselors (Figure 6) • Less than one-fifth of
the smaller schools and nearly one-half of the larger
schools employ the counselor as a guidance functionary.
This fact, coupled with the report for the dean of girls
and the visiting teacher, which are reported with higher
percentages by the larger schools, is an indication that
the larger schools have an organization which includes more
specialized functionaries than the smaller school.
The faculty guidance committee v;as reported equally
by the schools of both sizes (Figure 6) . Koos and Kefauvei
found them mostly in the schools of over 1000--20.4 per cer
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The dean of hoys wa? found in hut few of the Mas eachusette
schools, while Koos and Kefauver report him in 46.2 per
cent of the larger schools and 27.7 cent of the small-|
er^ . As for those included in the item "others", five
are grouped with the smaller schools and one with the
larger. Pour of the smaller schools mentioned the school
clerk or secretary, and one noted the supervisor of second
dary education. The only larger school included, indicatea
the placement officer as a guidance functionary.
The use of the psychiatrist W'as reported (not shov/n
in table) by 15 per cent of all schools. Of these 25
schools represented by the 15 per cent, 18 are junior high]
schools (2l per cent), 5 senior high schools (14 per
cent), and 2 are four-year high schools (5 per cent). A
few reported that they had access to the psychiatrist of
a neighboring comiuAnity if the need arose. The schools
which make use of a guidance clinic were reported as fol-
lows: jiinior high schools, 44 per cent, senior high
schools, 3^ P®^ cent, and four-year high schools, 19 per
cent. This gives a total for all schools of ^6 per cent
who have a guidance clinic v^ithin their reach. It is
encouraging to know that some schools are availing them-
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selves of the valuable services of the psychiatrist and
the guidance clinic, especially for emotional and problem
cases
.
Princj-pcd * s relation to /^.uidsnce oro/^rr'm *— It has
been pointed out previously (Table 15 ) that the principal
assumes the role of a guidance functionary in practically
seven out 0
:^
every ten of the 169 secondary schools of
Massachusetts reporting in this investigation. With the
school enrollment ranging from less than ^00 to more than
4000, it is readily realized that the principal's relationJ
to the guida,nce program are of vital importance even thougli
in one school they v;ill be much different than those in
another school. In the smaller schools it is natural to
expect him to ta.ke an active part in the actual rendering
of guidance service. In the larger schools he is expected
to assume an administrative part, understanding the various
phases of guidance and organizing them into a composite
v/hole, with the activities distributed among many function-
aries .
Principal * s relations in the different types of s chop]
Looking first at the percentages for the schools of all
types (Table 16) it is quickly observed that one relation
of the principal to the guidance program, that of direct-
ing and co-ordina.ting the guidance functions of the school,
stands out above all others. Three-fourths of the princi-
e
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pals of the 169 secondary schools report this relationship!
with their guidance progr?im. A sharp drop-off is noted
Table l6--Principal • s Relations to Guidance ^rogram
According to Type of School
































ance functions , .
,
68 78 21 60 32 76 126 75
Personally carries
on part of work.. 26 50 17 49 21 50 66 39
Responsible for
developing home-
room program 29 53 4 11 5 12 38 22
Makes studies to
improve guidance. 25 26 8 29 5 12 36 21





6 7 4 11 2 5 13 8
Chairman of guid-
ance committee... 6 7 3 9 2 3 11 7 '
Personally carries
on all of the
work 2 2 1 3 1 2 4 2
Six-year high school is included in this column.
in the percentages reported for the other relationships.
In practically two-fifths of the schools he personally
carries, on part of the work, and in only 2 per cent of the
II
schools is he reported as personally carrying on all of

the work. It ie interesting to note that the principal
is personally carrying on guidance vork in one-half of
the senior and four-year high schools
,
and in only three-
tenths of the junior high schools. It can safely he
assumed that this indicates more organized guidance in
the junior high schools, with the various activities dis-
tributed among functionaries, and with the principal act-
ing in a supervisory capacity, directing and co-ordinating
the different functions.
The principal a.ssumes the responsibility for develop-
ing the homeroom program in 22 per cent of the schools
(Table l6) . The junior high school principals show more
activity in this ma.tter than the principals of the senior
and four-year high schools. Cne-third of the junior high
schools report this relationship, compared with slightly
over one-tenth of the senior and four-year high schools,
and none of the six-year schools. In only 21 per cent of
the schools does the principal claim to make studies to
improve the guidance program. Most of this is observed
in the junior and senior high schools, v/ith the six-year
schools reporting none and the four-year schools reporting
12 per cent. A few schools report the principal as a mem-
ber, or as chairman of the guidance committee, and in one
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Princj-pal * s relations in the smaller and larg:er
schools . --A comparison of the princix)S.l’s relations to
the guidance program in schools of 1000 or fev;er and in
schools of 1001 or more, is shovm in Figure 7» It will hei
observed that over one-half of the principals in the small
er schools, and less than one-third of those in the larger
schools, persona,lly carry on part of the guida.nce program
The first relationship in the Figure--"dire ct s and coordi-
nates guidance functions » --is reported with greater fre-
quency by the principals in the larger schools. Consider-
ing this relation with the previous one, wherein the prin
cipal of the larger school is taking less active part in
the program, it is evident that in the larger school the
principal’s relation to the guidance program is that of a
general administrator, leaving the functions of guidance
to other individuals. This is further borne out by the
higher percentages reported by the larger schools (Figure
6) for the assistant principal, counselor, dean of girls,
visiting teacher, and dean of boys, as functionaries.
The remf:inder of the percentages expressed in Figure
7 show that the principal is not so actively concerned in
the other relations to the guidance program in either the
larger or smaller schools. It will be noted that the
smaller high school principal assumes more of the responsi
bility than the principal of the larger school, for devel-
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Figure 7““The Relations of the Principal to the
Guidance Program in Schools with Enrollments of 1000 or
Less and 1001 or More
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oping the homeroom progrojn. Little difference is shown
|
between the smaller and larger schools in regard to the
principal making studies to improve the basis for guidance.
This might be an indication of a self-satisfied attitude
with that which is already being done in regard to guid-
ance, or perhaps a failure to comprehend and recognize thej
real significance and importance of a comprehensive guid-
j
ance program. Little difference is likewise shov/n by the
|
schools of both sizes in the principal acting as adviser
to the boys. In the larger schools the principal is more
commonly a member of the faculty guidance committee, and
in the smeiller school he is more frequently reported as
the chairman of the guidance committee.
Counselors .--Fifty-three schools (51 per cent) report-
ed the use of counselors in the guidance program (Table 15
Forty-four of these schools have indicated the number of
counselors utilized (Table 17)
,
and several have shown the
number of hours a week devoted to guidance by the counselo;*
In examining these data., which are grouped by type of
school as well as by size, note that columns numbered one
include the schools of 1000 pupils or fewer, and columns
numbered two, the schools of 1001 or more.
Counselors and the t.vaes of schools . >-In the smaller
junior high schools the most common practice observed, is
six counselors to a school, each of whom devotes from
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Table 17--Shor/ing the Number of Counselors in the
Different Types of Schools According to Size and the Num-




Time in Hours per ''eekCoun-
selors
lools
^0 20 5 -10 1 -4
1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
One 6 4 2 2 1 2 2 1
Junior Two 0 1 1
High Three 1 0 1
Six 8 0 1 4 1
Other 0 5 1 1
Genior 1--3 1 4 1 3 1
High 8--10 1 2 1 1 1
16--21 0 3 i 2
Four- 1 1 2 1
yeax 2-3 0 2 2
High 6 1 0 1
All Types 19 25 2 3 3 1 6 11 5 5
Tot als 44 cr> 4 17 10
Columns numbered 1 include schools of 1000 or less,
ColuiTins numbered 2 include schools of 1001 or more.'
5--10 hours a week to guidance. This number of counselors
is reported by eight of the fifteen smaller Junior high
schools, and the time devoted to guidance, by four schools
of the six who reported the time. The next practice noted
(in the order of frequency is one counselor to a school.
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This practice is reported "by six of the fifteen smaller
junior high schools. In t7;o of these schools the counsel-
ors are giving full time to guidance, in another 20 hours
j
‘ a •week. In the rema.ining three schools, two report the
|
I
counselor giving from 5*“10 hours a week, and one from
j!
1--4 hours , I
I
In the larger junior high schools the most common |i
practices reported are two counselors to a school, and one
j
counselor to a school. Five of the tv/elve larger junior
high schools having counselors, report the former practice
t,
j
and four report the latter. Of the respondents reporting
I
tv/o counselors, only two indicate the time devoted to
guidance. One of these reports the counselors giving from
5““10 hours a. -week and the other school from 1--4 hours a
,
-week. In the larger junior high schools where one guid-
I:
ance counselor is the practice, two schools indicate the
,
counselor giving full time to guidance, and two report froii
I'
: hours a week. Of the schools showing other numhers,
!
t'wo report nine counselors, each of v;hom gives three hours
a week to guidance, and one reports twelve counselors with
each devoting six hours a week to this function.
Only t-wo of the smaller senior high schools reported
using counselors. One of these has three counselors devot-
ing but one hour a week to guidance. The other school re-
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guidance. This is quite a contrast and raises a doubt as
to whether those of the first school are really counselors.
The larger senior high schools utilizing counselors
are doing so with greater frequency. Four schools report
having from one to three counselors. One of these schools
has one counselor who is giving ten hours a week to guid-
ance, another school has tv/o counselors who give from
eighteen to twenty hours a week, another has two counselor;
who give five hours a week, and still another reports thre ;
counselors v;ho devote ten hours each week to guidance.
These represent the most common practices for the larger
senior high schools
,
Two other schools are included in the 8--10 group.
One reports ten. counselors but does not indicate the num-
ber of hours devoted to guidance, the other reports eight
counselors who are giving four hours a week to the guidanci
work. Of the three schools grouped in the 16--21 class,
one reports sixteen counselors giving two hours to guid-
:ince, one reports seventeen counselors who give ten hours,
and the other reports tv/enty-one counselors who give one
hour to guidance. Evidently these are regular classroom
or homeroom teachers, who are responsible for some type of
advising, either to a homeroom group, or to some specially
assigned group.
Two of the smaller four-year high schools reported
,'V".
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the use of counselors. One reported six, who are giving
!
two hours a week to guide.nce, and the other indicfited one
counselor v/ith no report on the amount of time given to
!
guidance. Like the smaller senior high school, the smaller
four-year high school is making little or no use of guid-
ance counselors in performing guidance activities.
The practice in the larger four-year high school is
somev/hat better. Tv;o schools reported one counselor. One
of these is devoting his full time to guidance work, and
for the other, no report on time was given. One school re
ported three counselors who are giving thirteen hours to
guidance, the other shows two coiinselors devoting five
hours each week to guidance.
Three of the six-year high schools reported coimselors .
One school has one full-time counselor, another reports on<
counselor but gives no report on time spent in doing guid-
ance work. The other school ha!=' tw'enty-two counselors who
carry on group guidance classes and devote a great deal of
time to counseling and interviewing, but the amount of time
could not be estimated.
Type of Orga.ni -^.at ion
The various guidance functionaries bea,ring the respon-
sibility for carrying out guidance activities were discussqld
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purpose to explain the various types of organizations
which T/ere reported in the checking list, by the principals
Combinations of guidance functionaries . --The first
point to be considered, regarding the organi zat ion of
guidance, is the different combinations of guidance func-
tionaries reported by the 169 schools included in the in-
j
I
vestigation. One hundred sixty-three schools, or 97 per
cent, reported functionaries. Of this group, no less than'
53 different combinations of functionaries v/ere reported.
;
This v/ould represent an average of 3*2 schools to a com-
bination. However, they v;ere not grouped evenly. Tv/enty-
four different combinations were reported by one school
only. Fourteen combinations were reported by two schools.
In other words, the tv^enty-four and the fourteen combina-
tions represent a total of 3S different combinations dis-
tributed among ^2 schools. More than three-fifths of
these are located in the senior and four-year high schools
where a strong indication of the lack of uniformity exists
in the guidance organizations of these schools,
A glance at the tabulations of the remcining 15 com-
binations of functionaries reported by three or more
I schools (Table 18) reveals at once the two combinations
reported with the highest frequencies, viz., (l) the
principal and homeroom teachers, (2) the principal, assist-
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Table l8 --The Type of Guidance Organization Reported
by 169 Schools of Mas eachusett s According to Type of
School
Tyoe of School






1 . Principal, homeroom teachers..
2















Homeroom teachers 1 1
4 , Principal, homeroom teach-
er, couns el or s
7
7 1 1
. Gounselors 7 1 1
7
9








7 . Principal 1 4
J
0. Principal, homeroom teacher,
class adviser.. 1 4
1 9 « Principal, dean of girls,
homeroom tea,cher 1 4
' 10 . Homeroom teachers, coun-
selors 4 1
11 . Princips.l, assistant prin-
cipal, homeroom teacher,
cDuns elors...... 5
12 . Principal, guidance committee,
homeroom teacher. 1 2
J
X












15. Assistant principal, homeroom
tea chers ...................... 4
J
4
16. Other combinations., 13 19 14 49
Totals 85 35 38 163
^Fix-year high schools are ineluded in thi£ column.
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are practically the same and represent a total of 41
schools, or 25 per cent of the 163 reporting functionaries
It is interesting to note that 28 Junior high schools, or
one-third of the 87 included in the study, are represented
in the report of these tv;o comhinations . The homeroom
teachers alone are next in the order of frequency, being
reported by 11 schools, 9 of which are Junior high schools
The next tv/o combinations, the principal, homeroom teacher
counselors, and counselors alone, are reported chiefly by
the Junior high schools. The principal and assistant prin|
cipal (No
.6) are reported chiefly by the senior and four-
year high schools. 7/ith the exceptions of combinations
No. 8 a.nd 9» v^hich are reported principally by the four-
year high schools, the remaining combinations are reported
primarily in the Junior high schools.
It is quite clear that the Junior high schools show
the most uniformity in the grouping of the functionaries.
The most dominant corabinat ions used in this type of school
include the principal, assistant principal, homeroom teacli|-
ers, counselors, and guidance committee. These are report
ed in 70 Junior high schools, or 80 per cent, and can be
represented by eight different combinations of these func-
tionaries, The senior high schools present the most varie
types of organ! zations , Twenty-seven different combinatiotis
are represented in the thirty-five senior high schools
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reporting. Nine of theee are shovm in Table l8 . The
remainder were reported by only one or two schools . In
the four-year high schools, the combinations center mainly
around the principal, assistant principal, homeroom teach-
er, class adviser, and dean of girls. One-half of the
four -year schools reported these functionaries, which can
be represented by seven different combinations.
Plan of organ! zat ion . --Two phases of the organ! zatior
of guidance have already been considered: first, the
functionaries performing the various guidance activities;
second, the various combinations of functionaries reportec
in the schools. The plans of organizations which were ob-
served in the school systems of the different towns and
cities will nov/ be presented.
In all, seventy-three towns and cities are represent-
ed by the 169 schools included in the investigat ion . The
replies made in the checking list, to the question on
organization, were carefully sorted and grouped according
to towns and cities. It was found (Table 19) that con-
siderable misunderstanding prevails among the principals
in the same town or city, as to what plan of organization
is used in that tcv-ci or city. In some communities, where
a central guidance organization for the whole school sys-
tem is knovm to exist, some principals reported a separate
guidance organization for their own school and others re-
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ported no definite plan of organization at all.
It 7/ill be observed that there are t7/enty-three tovms
or cities with separate organizations within the individ-
Table 19--Distribution of Plans of Organi zations Re-
ported by 169 Schools in 73 Tov/ns and Cities of Massachu-
setts
Towns or
Plans of Organization Reported in Same Cities
Town or City ( 73)
1. ITo definite organization 28
2. Separate organization within individual
school 25
3 . No definite organization, separate organi-
zation within individual school 7
4. Central organization for whole school system,
separate organization in individual school. 6
5 . Central organization for v/hole school system,
separate organization within individual
sc.hool, no definite organization 4
6. Central organization for whole school
system 3
7 . Central organi zat ion, and no definite organ-
ization 2
schools, six communities which reported a central organ-
ization for the to7/n or city and a separate organization
within the individual schools, and three with a central
organization for the whole school system. These thirty-
two communities, which are represented by sixty-one school
are the only ones in which the principals agree on the










All the schools in twenty-eight 'comnunities reported
no definite guidance organization. These twenty-eight
towns or cities have fifty-six secondary schools of which
(not shovm) twenty-two are Junior high schools ( 2^ per cen;),
ten are senior high schools (29 per cent), two are six-
year schools (40 per cent), and tv/enty-two are four-year
schools (52 per cent). In response to a question as to
whether they were planning to organize a guidance program,
twenty-eight schools, or one-half of those reporting no
definite organi zation, replied in the negative; eighteen
schools, or 32 per cent replied in the affirmative; and
five schools, 9 per cent, replied that they did not know.
In general, there is about as much lack of uniformity
about the plan of organization as there is regarding the
different combinations of guidance functionaries reported
previously (Table 18) . For some it might indicate a lack
of sympathy with the guidance organization, and for others
a failure to appreciate its true significance. However,
it is felt that these represent only a small minority, be-
cause nearly two-thirds of all the 169 principals reporting
,
regard their present guidance program as inadequate.
Twenty-four per cent of the principals, in their opinion,
consider their program adequate. Three-fourths of these
are in the junior high school. It is interesting, in ex-
amining the checking lists filled out by these 24 per cent.
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to note that, v;ith the exception of a fev/, they are doing
practically nothing hy v/ay of definite guidance. One
writes, "Me do a great deal of kindly personal guiding,
t?ae best kind I think.” Another states that guidance is
given in grade seven one period a week; and still another
says, "I don’t feel that we make as much of it as we might
Summary
The principal and homeroom teachers are acting as
guidance functionaries in practically seven out of ten
secondary schools in Massachusetts. Special funct ionaries
are reported with varying frequency, ranging from ^1 per
cent for the counselor, down to 2 per cent for the dean
of hoys
.
The functionaries in the junior high schools are
centered largely around the principal, assistant principal!
homeroom teacher and counselor. In the four -year and senilor
high schools the percentages are largely distributed among
six functionaries, including these four, plus the class
adviser and the dean of girls.
Special functionaries are more frequently utilized iii
the larger schools than in the smaller. This is especiall
true of the counselor, who is reported hy one-fifth of thej
smaller schools and nearly one-half of the larger.
Three-fourths of the principals are directing and co-
ordinating the various guidance functions of the school.

Ill
In tv/o-fifths of the schools, the principal perFonelly
carries on part of the guidance v/ork . He makes studies
to improve guidance, and is responsible for developing
the homeroom program in one-fifth of the schools.
The principal is more actively engaged in the guid-
ance work of the smaller schools. In the larger schools
his duties are more those of the administrator, leaving
the function of guidance to others
.
In summarizing the data on the guidance counselor,
the following facts are worth noting: Only three-tenths
of the secondary schools of Massachusetts are making use
of the guidance counselor. The junior high scliools pre-
sent the best evidence, both in regard to member of coun-
selors in a school and the amount of time they are devot-
ing to guidance. The practice in the senior high schools
is very irregular. The smaller senior high schools are
making practically no use of the counselor, and the
larger senior high schools, although the shelving is some-
?/hat better, have no uniformity of practice. The four-
year high school presents the poorest data for utilizing
the counselor. The most common practice for all schools
is one or two counselors, devoting from five to ten hours
a week to guidance.
The type of guidance organization shows a general
lack of uniformity in t?ne combination of guidance func-
V i:s.
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tionaries . Fifty- three different comhinations are re-
ported hy the 169 schools. The principal and homeroom
j
1
teachers, and the principal, assistant principal and home-j
room teachers, are reported by one-fourth of the schools.
The junior high schools shov/ the most consistency,
with four-fifths of them utilizing eight combinations of
the principal, assistant principal, homeroom teachers,
counselors, and a guidance committee. The senior high
|
schools present the most varied organization, reporting
twenty-seven different combinations of functionaries in
the thirty-five schools.
The plans of guidance organization present a very
confused situation existing within the same town or city.
The most comiTion report is no definite organization. This
is follOT/ed closely by separate organization within the
individual school. In only three cities do all the prin-
cipals agree that there is a central guidance organization
for the whole school system.
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CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY AHD COHGLUSICHS
The strength of the guidance program of the secon-
dary schools of Massachusetts lies in providing activi-
ties th£:t require little formal organization. The v/eak-
ness of the program lies in the administration of acti-
vities that are beyond traditional school routine and
which require a special orga.ni zat ion for their effective
accomplishment
.
One-half of the activities, which are generally ac-
cepted by authorities as pertinent to a guidance progr£un,
are being provided by considerably less than one-half of
the schools of Massachusetts. Activities of a vocational
nature are receiving but little attention, as compared
with those of an educational nature. It would appear that
some activities, that are provided, are carried on to a
certain extent in an unscientific and unsystematic way.
The methods and materials generally used in carrying
out these guidance activities are reported with varying
emphasis. Slightly less than two-fifths of the Massachu-
setts schools are making provisions for the personal in-
terview, One-third of the schools are utilizing the
group guidance class and the homeroom period, v/hile
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No uniformity of practice is oleerved in regard to
providing e:xploratory and tryout experiences. Such ex-
# ploratory work, as general science, and general mathe-
matics, is being offered "by approximately one-half of the
schools, and introductory courses in general social
science and general language, by one-fourth. Objective
tests are utilized for guida.nce purposes to a very limitec
degree. Although about one-half of the schools make some
use of intelligence and achievement tests, measuring in-
struments of more specific predictive value, as of
Special abilities, aptitudes, interests, personality and
character, are being utilized by from four to ten per ceni
of the schools.
The practice of keeping cumulative records is being
carried on to about the same degree as is the practice of
providing tryout and exploratory experiences. Nearly all
schools keep cumulative records of scholarship, and prac-
tically one-half, the record of test results (principally
intelligence). Personnel records, ho*;ever, including
such facts as home conditions, educational and vocational
plans, special interests and abilities, and outside schoo]
activities, are being kept by from one-seventh to one-
fourth of the schools
.
The organization of the guida.nce program in the
secondary schools of Massachusetts shows little homogeneily
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of practice. The functionaries most frequently noted as
carrying on the guidance v;ork are the principal and the
homeroom teachers. Practically seven out of every ten
schools signify that they are the guidance officials,
j
Such Special functionaries as counselors, group advisers,
dean of girls, and dean of boys, are specified with much
lower percentages, ranging from thirty-one do?/n to two.
Pifty-nine different combinations of functionaries
are reported in the one hundred sixty-nine schools. The
combinations most frequently given include the principal,
assistant principal, and homeroom teachers. The same lack
of uniformity is evident from the opinions of the princi-
pals in the same town or city regarding the plan of guid-
ance organization in operation. In the same city some
principals reported a central organization for the whole
system, others reported no definite guidance organization,
and still others reported a separate organization in each
individual school. The last two were reported v/ith the
highest frequency for all towns and cities.
The junior high schools show a marked superiority over
the other types of schools in the activities being provider,
in utilizing the various methods and materials for guid-
ance, and in the simplicity and uniformity of their guid-
ande organi zation
.
In the senior and four-year high schools the lack of
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organized, consistent effort is very noticeable. Fairly
high percentages are reported for the provisions made for
guidance activities, yet the data on the methods and
ma.terials for guidance, and the plan and organization of
the program reveal unexpectedly lov; percentages. Little
regular use is made of the group guidance class, the home-
room period, objective tests, and caiulative records.
Like'wise, the organization of the guidance program in
these schools is complex and confusing.
The schools of medium size (those v/ith enrollments oi
50O-IOOO pupils) are offering more guidance than the larg-
er schools, except araong the junior high schools where
the tendencies are practically the same in both the
smaller and larger schools
,
In general, the following conclusions are evident
from the foregoing interpretations of data:
(1) Approximately one-third of the sec-
ondary schools are making a definite attempt
to achieve the objectives of guidance
.
(2) A more definite guidance progr.^m
is needed, especially in the senior and four-
year high schools.
(3) The program of guidance should be
made more systematic by regularly utilizing
such techniques as, the group guidance class,
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the homeroom period, and individual counsel-
ing through the personal interview.
(4) The program of guidance should he
made more scientific hy utilizing the many
types of objective tests and questionnaires
;
by keeping accurate, cumulative, personnel
records of the individual; by making more use
of exploratory and tryout courses; by utiliz-
ing trained counselors to interpret these
data •
(5) A better organization of guidance
activities of- a vocational nature is needed.
( 6 ) The guidance organization should be
simplified, especially in regard to the number
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APPENDIX
1. Checking List on The Status of Guidance in the
Larger Secondary Schools of Massachusetts.
2, Accompanying Letter Sent to the Principals of




THE STATUS OF GUIDANCE IN THE
L/LIGER SECONDARY SCHOOLS OF MASSACHUSETTS
Name of school V.liere located
Name of person reoortin >--: Position
Direct lens ; This checking list contains statements
and questions regarding guidance practices. Please CHECK
those v/hich most closely describe the situation in your
school
.
I. V.^iat type of school is yours? Please check;
( /A. Junior High ( )C. Pour -year High
( )E. Senior High ( )d. Six-year High
V/hat is the enrollment of your snhool?_
II, V/hat are the principal’s relations to the guidance
work? Please check;
III.
( )A. Directs and coordinates guidance functions in
school
,
f )B. Personally ca.rries on all of the work,
( )c. Personally carries on part of the v/ork,
( JD. Serves as adviser to the hoys,
f )E. Is chairman of guidance committee,
( )F. Is a member of guidance committee,
( )G, Is responsible for developing a homeroom
program,
(
)H. Makes studies to improve guidance work.
( )I, Others? (Specify)
Do you make provisions for any of the following






Guiding pupils in selection of curricula.
Guiding pupils on choice of electives within
the curriculum.
Studying the abilities, interests and needs
of the individual pupils.
Making pupil adjustment according to his
abilities, interests, and needs.
Conferring with teachers regarding individual
pupils ,
Checking upon and determining causes of failure
Contacting parents to relieve maladjustments.
s

( )H. Visiting homes of pupils,
( jl. Compiling caee histories of pupils.
( )J. Making visits to upper schools or nearby
colleges
.
( )K. Assisting pupils in choice of a vocation.
( )L. Rendering placement service to
( ) graduates ( ) drop-outs
( )M. Making follow-up investigations of
( ) graduates ( ) drop-outs
( )1T. Effecting adjustments betv'een employees i.nd
employer
( )0. Others? ( Specify)
II. Xlho performs the guidance functions in your school?
1. In column (l) please check those doing guidance
work.
2, In column (2) please indicate how many of each
of these are doing guidance work.
3 . In column (3) if you have a, guidance committee
please check those who are on it,
4, In column (4) please indicate the approximate
number of hours per W’eek that each
devotes to guidance ?;ork.
Functionaries : Columns :
_ j. 1: 2 : 4 :
a. Principal
“b
. Assistant Principal « • • •
c
.
Dean of Boys : ; • •
d. D'ean of Girls
e Guidance Committee • •
f Homeroom Teachers
R* Counselors • •• •
h ClaS'S Advisers
i Group Advisers
iju Visiting Teachers » -P
V. Methods and materials used for guidance.
A. Eo you provide time for personal interviews? If
so. please check:
( ;1. For all pupils.
How many times a year?
What is the length of an intervievii?
minutes ,
( )2. Only for pupils as the need arises, as
discipline, failure, etc.
( )3* At other times? ( Specify)
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Do you have group guidance claeees?
pleaee check the grade and indicate
of periods ,


















Do you have a homeroom activity period meeting
regularly each vveek in a special period? If so
1 . Hov/ ma.ny periods per ;veek?
2. V.Triat is the length of a period?
minute!
5 . Do you provide a program for guidance
discussion in this homeroom period?
Please check:
( )Yes ( )No
D. Do you provide for the presentation of occupa-
tiona.l information? If so, please check the
methods used in your school,
( )l. Course in occupations,
Ydiat grad e s ?
Kow me.ny periods per Vv-eek?
Excursions to industries.
Assembly talks on vocations.
Pupil interview with representatives
of vocations.
Investigations into local opportunitiei^
.
Reference books on occupations in
library
.




( ) 7 .
( ) 8 .
( ) 9 .
Occupational movies.
Occupational clubs, as Junior Chamber
of Commerce, etc.
Others? ( Specify)
E, Do you provide for exploratory or tryout ex-

















p. Do you procure objective data by standardized
tests? If so, please indicate by checking the






Grades in v^hich given. :
Please check. ;








8. Self-ratine Scales • • • • •
a. What use is made of these data? Please check
( )l. Diagnosing difficulties.
( )2, Making individual adjustments. :
( Grouping pupils. i
( )4. Advising on choice of curricula.
( )5» Advising on vocational choice,
( )6. Others? ( Specify )
G. Do you provide for keeping cujnulative records? '
If so, please check types of records kept.
( )l. Scholarship records.
S





( )6. Horae conditions,
( )7» Adjustment records,
( )8, Special interests and abilities. j
( )9. Subject likes and dislikes.
( ) 10 .Extra-curricular activities.
( ) 11 .Outside school activities.
( ) 12 .Others? (Specify)
||
a. Y/ho uses these records? Please check: '
!
)l. Principal
)2. Guidance counselor 'I
Homeroom teacher
)4. Others? ( Specify) i'
'I
b, rfhen are these records used? Please chejjk
( )l. When making pupil adjustments, i
-4














c. V/hat happens to these records? Please
check;
( )l. They are passed on to the upper
school
.
( )2. They are used by the upper echo
f They are left in your school.
( )4. Others? ( Specify
)
type of a guidance organization have you?
e check;
)1.
( )a. Central guidance organization for the whole
school system.




c . llo definite guidance organization.
( )d. ether? ( Snecifv)









If you h&Lve no organized guidance progr£im are
you pla,nning to organize one? ( )Yes ( )lvo
Have you a trained psychiatrist? ( )Yes ( )No
Have you access to a. guidance clinic? ( )Yes
( )No
2)0 you regard your* guidance program adequate?
( )Yes
( )Mo




Please send any special guidance outlines,
bulletins, records, etc., that you might have

TJe^t Junior High School
T;atertown, Mass,
Feb. 9, 1955
Mr, John Doe, Principal
North Junior High School
Malden, Mass,
My dear Mr, Doe:
Would you like to know just what is "being
done in the matter of guidance in the larger
secondary schools of Massachusetts?
If so, would you he willing to give a few
minutes of your time to supply the necessary
data for your school on the enclosed "Checking
List?" In return for your time and trouble a
summary of the investigation will he sent you,
should you wish it.
This "Checking List" is not a traditional
questionnaire. Please note that although it may
appear lengtiij", previous tests have shown that
it can he adequately answered in from five to
eight minutes. No long answers are required.
Simply check or fill in the items which most
closely describe the situation in your school.
Your attention and cooperation will he thor-
oughly appreciated in this rocitter , A stamped
addressed envelope is enclosed for your conven-
ience. If you can find time to fill out this





I. j,ric nil'll , c(i nrfCo . iV •
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